


Stellingen

1. Bij de identificatie van geladen siroom gebeurtenissen in (anti)neutrino experimenten mag de
achtergrond van verkeerd gei'dentificeerde muonen ten gevolge van vervallende hadronen
worden verwaarloosd ingeval gebruik wordt gemaakt van een externe muon identificator.

2. In tegenstelling tot kinderkleding moeten computers niet op de groei worden aangeschaft.

3. De bewering dat het compenserend effect van een uranium calorimeter wordt veroorzaakt
door splijtings-processen is slechts ten dele waar.

C.W.Fabjan et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 141 (1977) 61-80.

4. Het voordeel van het gebruik van een VETO teller ter identificatie van hadron geïnduceerde
gebeurtenissen in (anti)neutrino experimenten is zeer beperkt.

5. De kracht van een computersysteem wordt niet alleen bepaald door het aantal Mips, maar
ook door de tijd dat het syteem voor de gebruiker beschikbaar is.

6. De overeenstemming tussen dt metingen aan hoge pt hadron processen en de voor deze
processen berekende eerste orde QCD voorspellingen vormt geen overtuigende bevestiging
van deze theorie.

C.Bromberg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 43 (1979) 565.

7. In tegenstelling tot de jaren zestig waarin de winsten jarenlang onder druk stonden door de
forse loonstijgingen en de groeiende collectieve lasten die via looneisen en prijscompensatie
werden afgewenteld op het bedrijfsleven, zal er in de tachtiger jaren een toenemende
afwenteling van de economische problemen op de werknemers plaatsvinden.

Zie Centraal Economisch Plan 1987.

8. De achtergrond van neutrino's van verkeerde heliciteit in de CERN-SPS (anti)neutrino
bundel wordt door het bundel simulatie programma NUBEAM onderschat.

C. Visser, Nubeam CERN hydra application library (1979).

9. De vereiste reflectie karakteristieken voor de wanden van de individuele BgO kristallen van
de L3 detector kunnen zeer goed benaderd worden door de kristallen met witte verf te
bedekken.

10. Zoals het bouwjaar bepalend is voor de waarde van een auto, geldt dit in de toekomst in
omgekeerde zin voor de dagtekening van een doctoraal diploma.

11. In de publicatie van Jones et al. wordt ten onrechte gesuggereerd dat er een meting van de
individuele chirale koppelings constanten is verricht.

G.T.Jones et al., Phys. J^ett B 178 (1986) 329-334.



12. De afwijkingen die het hadron shower simulatie programma GEISHA vertoont in
vergelijking met experimetele resultaten, zijn voor een groot deel te wijten aan het feit dat de
bijdragen van laag energetische neutronen grotendeels verwaarloosd worden.

H.Fesefeldt, GHEISHA, The Simulation of Hadronie Showers, RWTH Aachen (1985).

13. Gezien de omvang en complexiteit van de huidige en toekomstige grote experimenten, wordt
het opstarten en controleren van het detector systeem een steeds minder triviale
aangelegenheid.

14. Aan de hand van een uit het leven gegrepen meting is gebleken dat slechts door middeling
over een periode van meer dan vier jaar een reëel beeld van het gemiddelde publicatie ritme
van groepen van fysici wordt verkregen.

Zie FOM jaarverslagen.

NJ.A.M. van Eijndhoven, mei 1987.
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Introduction Page 1

INTRODUCTION

Already in the 18th century a number of chemical elements were known. Later this variety of
elements was explained by the atomic theory, and in 1911 Rutherford was the first to show that
atoms consist of a hard core (nucleus) surrounded by electrons, which are kept in orbit around this
nucleus by an electric force.

As science proceeded we began to understand more and more about the constituents of matter,
and all the known elements were ordered with respect to their chemical characteristics and put into
a table, the so called periodic system of the elements. The fact that the elements had this well
defined order within this table could only be explained by the assumption that there were more
elementary building blocks (lateron called protons and neutrons) which could be used to form
different sorts of nuclei.
Now one could ask oneself if this is the end of the story.
The answer is no, for in 1968 an electron-proton scattering experiment [1] performed at the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), Cal. U.S.A., gave evidence for a composite structure
of the proton. As a consequence new, more elementary building blocks had to be introduced which
were called partons. Lateron these partons turned out to be identical to the so called quarks which
had already been predicted by Gell-Mann and Zweig [2].

Nowadays physicists believe that all matter is made up of six quarks, six leptons and their anti-
particles, and (hat all these particles may interact with each other by the exchange of a particle,
which is called a gauge boson. In nature four fundamental forces are distinguished, giving rise to
four different kinds of gauge bosons, which are responsible for all possible interactions between
matter, namely the strong-, the electromagnetic-, the weak- and the gravitational force.
The aim of high energy physics is to reveal the underlying structure of these interactions and
describe them within one single theory, the so called Grand Unification Theory.
It looks as if the first step to this grand unification has already been made, for at present we believe
that two of these interactions, e.g. the electromagnetic- and the weak interaction, can be unified
within one model which is known as the Electro Weak Theory.

The goal of the analysis described in this thesis is to give experimental values for the neutral
current chiral coupling constants (M,2, ur

2, df and <2,2) measured from vp, vn, vp and vn interactions
that are seen in the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) filled with deuterium. Due to the
choice of deuterium as target material for the present experiment, this can be done in a unique way;
the interactions on protons and neutrons may be studied separately, thus providing a way to
determine all four coupling constants within the same experiment.
In determining these coupling constants it is very important to be able to distinguish between
charged current-, neutral current- and hadronic background processes. Therefore BEBC has been
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equipped with an External Muon Identifier (EMI) which is used to identify the charged current
(CC) interactions, and the so called Internal Picket Fence (IPF) which is used to record the time of
each event. In this way the IPF enables us to distinguish neutral current (NC) interactions from
hadronic background processes, for the latter ones are recognized by upstream IPF activity within
the same time slot as that of the event itself .

Once these coupling constants are known, they may be used to compute the so called Weinberg
angle (8W) which is the only free parameter used in the electro weak theory [3] and hence provide a
test on the validity of the model by comparison with theoretical predictions.
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1. WEAK INTERACTION THEORY

In this chapter a summary of the developments concerning the weak interaction theory will be
presented. Starting with the observation and analysis of nuclear P decay we gradually arrive, via the
hypothesis of the neutrino and the Fermi theory, at the level of gauge theories, eventually leading to
the nowadays generally accepted standard model of the Electro Weak Theory.

1.1 First evidence of weak processes

The first observations of weak phenomena were already made during the early period of nuclear
physics research by the discovery of nuclear beta decay. The process of nuclear beta decay usually
consists of the transition of one nuclear state to another under emission of an electron (P~ decay) or
positron (p+ decay). Typical examples are :

^ e - ^ i i + e" and 1 0 c W + e+ (1.1)

Until 1933, it was generally believed that no particles other than the P particle (electron or positron)
and the nucleus existed in the final state of the decay (two body process). That interpretation
however was inconsistent with the following experimental observations :

• The P particles emerged from the decay of a certain nucleus with a continuous energy spectrum,
extending from zero to a well defined maximum.
This fact is in contradiction with the principle of energy conservation, unless the nuclear states
were not discrete. The latter possibility however is ruled out by other experimental
observations.

• Beta decay processes had been seen in which the trajectory of the P particle was observed to be
noncollinear with the trajectory of the recoil nucleus.
These observations indicate apparent violation of the linear momentum conservation law in P
decay processes.

• Also the angular momentum conservation law seemed to be violated, for the change in nuclear
spin was observed to be 0 or ±1 while the P particles were spin Vz objects.

The solution to resolve the contradictions mentioned above was proposed in 1933 by Pauli [4].
He postulated the existence of a new particle in the final state of all P decay processes. This new
particle was conjectured to have spin xh, very low or zero mass and to interact only very weakly
with ordinary matter. This new particle was given the name neutrino.
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1.2 The Fermi theory of weak interactions

In 1934 Enrico Fermi [5] used the hypothetical existence of the neutrino to construct a theory of
nuclear P decay.
This theory was called the four fermion interaction theory (four spin Vi particles interacting at a
single space-time point) and the P decay process n —>p +e~
following diagram:

+ ve may be represented by the

Figure 1.1: Four fermion diagram of the neutron decay reaction

Fermi's theory was constructed in close analogy to Dirac's formulation of quantum
electrodynamics (QED). The transition matrix element (M) for the process e+e~ -» |i+u~ in first
order QED is nowadays given by the product of two vertex functions and a propagator due to the
photon that mediates the electromagnetic force :

Mqed~e (" d-2)

where «,, uf denote the initial and final states and q is the 4-momentum transfer.
In constructing his weak interaction theory Fermi postulated that the process responsible for nuclear
P decay was similar to that of the electromagnetic interaction, but had no propagator. This means
that in case of the reaction n ->p + e~ + ve the matrix element would be :

G (\|/ y v|/ )(\y y \u ) (1-3)

where G is called the Fermi coupling constant.
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1,3 Extensions of the Fermi theory

13.1 The neutrino as a Dirac particle

Because of the pointlike spin Vi character of the neutrino, its wave function (y) has to obey the
Dirac equation (see appendix A).
H. Weyl showed in 1929 that the neutrino (provided it has zero mass) can be described by two
two-component wave functions (u and v), each satisfying the equations of motion.
For this purpose the wave function is written as :

in which u and v are two-component spinors.
Using the Weyl representation (see appendix A) of the 7 matrices, the Dirac equation can be written
as two coupled equations, which for a massless fermion reduce to :

Eu = a-Pu

in which the upper and lower components of ip are decoupled.
The operator a-P represents the so called helicity operator of which the positive eigenvalues
correspond to a state in which the helicity direction is the same as the direction of motion (right
handed), whereas the negative eigenvalues correspond to a state in which the helicity direction is
opposite to the direction of motion (left handed).
For the expectation values the following relations are found:

[ u I

fol
<E> = - <P> for Xf = = \fL

That is, v/R represents a right-handed (positive helicity) neutrino and yL represents a left-handed
(negative helicity) neutrino.
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Defining the operators :

PR = and PL \

it can easily be seen that the operator PR projects out the right-handed neutrino spinor, whereas the
operator PL projects out the left-handed neutrino spinor.

In case of a massive fermion, it is obvious that the operator PR {PL) leads to a polarization
along the direction of motion that approaches to 1 (-1) as v -» c.
At the beginning there was no reason to regard the \/R and \fL representations of the neutrino wave
function as particularly useful. However, this changed with the discovery that only \|ft seems to
take part in weak interactions.

1.3.2 The V-A interaction theory

Within the framework of the universal weak interaction theory introduced by Feynman and Gell-
Mann [7], it is assumed that only yL takes part in weak interactions. Consequently, any weak
interaction process may be described by the universal matrix element

M = <yfPL I T \PLVi> = <\/f \PL TPL |\|/,.> (1.8)

where y= yf>p and T represents the transition between the initial and the final state.
From (1.8) it can be seen that actually the effective coupling is given by PL TPL. Because of the
fact that a cross section is Lorentz invariant, these effective couplings must transform as quantities
with well defined properties under Lorentz transformations. In the case of weak interactions the
linearly independent combinations of the effective couplings and their transformation properties
are :

Scalar PL TPL~PLPL - 0

Vector PL TPL~PL^PL = •fPL

Axial Vector PLTPL~ PLf^PL = ~fPL~

Pseudoscalar PL TPL ~PL"?PL = 0

Tensor P, TP, ~P,<^VP, = 0
L, L, Lt Li

where o" v
s

2
It is clear that only the vector (V) and the axial vector (A) couplings survive, so that the universal
four-fermion matrix element for weak interactions may be written as :
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M (1 + 2 -» 3 + 4) = — <xj/41 / ( l - V ) I V2> <V31 YuCi-Ys) I Vi> (1-9)
V2

where G is again the Fermi coupling constant.
However, the weak interaction theory as described above still contains some inconsistencies.
First, unlike QED, the theory only gives prescriptions for first order calculations; higher order
diagrams are not described by the theory.
Second, in the four-fermion interaction scheme, the electron-neutrino elastic cross section is
proportional to the neutrino laboratory energy, giving rise to an infinite cross section and violation
of unitariry at sufficiently high neutrino energy. This can be seen in the following way.
Looking at the elastic scattering process ve +e~->v ( ! +e~ and using the Feynman rules for
evaluating the matrix element given in (1.9) the expression is found to be :

M = — uvY
u(l-Vi) ue «e

V2

The differential cross section t r this process is given by :

(2S,+1)(2SV+1) u
(1.10)

where s = E,2r in the centre of momentum system (cms) and a summation was made over all the
iinal states apd averaged over all the initial states.
Evaluating (1.10) by using some theorems concerning the Dirac algebra and neglecting the electron
mass eventually yields

da G2s G2s
=—T -» °el = (1.11)

On the other hand, when a partial wave decomposition is made, the reaction mentioned above only
contains the j=0 component because of the pointlike structure of the particles. This means that

°-=HrE(2./+l)l/;l2 -» °tl = ~ l / o l 2 (1-12)

where fj is the amplitude of the partial wave with total angular momentum j .
As a consequence of probability conservation (unitarity), the amplitude / , can be written as

. *. J

fj =e' 'sinbj, where 8̂  is called the phase shift. From this, it is obvious that |/-1 < '., but

comparison of (1.11) and (1.12) shows directly that unitarity will be violated at J = 2meEv = — .
G
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13.3 Introduction of the intermediate vector bosons

The inconsistencies of the V-A interaction theory which were mentioned above are absent in the
QED theory. This can be explained by the fact that in QED the electromagnetic force is mediated
by the photon which leads to a photon propagator term in the matrix element. It is this propagator
that enables the higher order diagrams to enter the theory and it also acts as a damping factor which
prevents the cross section to become divergent.

In anology to QED one tried to cure the inconsistencies encountered in the V-A theory by
making the assumption that also the weak interactions were mediated by some particle the so called
intermediate vector boson.
To yield the observed low-energy behaviour and charge exchange in nuclear P decay processes
these intermediate vector bosons had to be massive and electrically charged'(W+, W~), giving rise to
the weak propagator:

Like in QED, this propagator now enables higher order diagrams to enter the weak interaction
theory and it also resolves the problem of unitarity violation.

Nevertheless, this simple extension of the Fermi interaction using the concept of the
intermediate vector bosons is still not acceptable, because it leads to divergency problems other
than the already mentioned. This can be seen from the neutrino annihilation process
ve + ve -»W* + W~ which is shown in figure 1.2.
The diagram shown in figure 1.2 yields an infinite amplitude because of the longitudinal degree of
freedom due to the fact that the W+ and W~ are not massless. How this comes about will be
explained by the following.
According to the Feynman rules, the matrix element (Af) for the annihilation process of figure 1.2 is
given by

(p2) Y
a(l-y5) — - ya(l-y5)u(px) (1.14)

(px-kx) -ma

where e£(kv A.j) is the polarization vector of the W+ with 4-momentum kx and polarization state JL,,
and similarly for the e~(fc2, X^.
In evaluating the cross section a summation over all final states and average over the initial ones
has to be made, but in this case this also includes a summation over all the polarization states of the
W's yielding
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Figure 1.2: Divergent neutrino annihilation process

M2
(1.15)

As usual the interest will be in the high-energy behaviour of the cross section, in which the
kakp I Mz term in (1.15) will dominate. This term originates from the longitudinal polarization
mode [8] and after evaluating the cross section it is seen that it is also this term that causes unitarity
to be violated again.

To cure this sort of problems, more sophisticated theories using the concept of intermediate
vector bosons have been proposed. This class of theories, referred to as gauge theories, can be
made free of divergency problems. However, they require the existence of a neutral intermediate
vector boson which is called Z°. Using the hypothetical existence of the 2° the divergency problem
encountered in the reaction of figure 1.2 may be cancelled by the one shown in figure 1.3, provided
a suitable choice of the coupling constants is made.
The existence of such a neutral intermediate boson would lead to reactions of the type

v + nucleon -» v + hadrons

Many searches were made for these so called neutral current processes and they were eventually
found in 1973 [6], encouraging the concept of the intermediate vector bosons and the gauge
theories.
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Figure 1.3: Divergency cancelling term in neutrino annihilation

1.4 Gauge theories

In this section the gauge invariance in classical electrodynamics and quantum mechanics will be
discussed from which the principles of gauge theories will be deduced. All this will eventually
result in the concepts of the standard model of electroweak interactions.

1.4.1 Gauge invariance in classical electrodynamics

By defining a 4-vector potential A * = (<E>, A), a current density j * s (p, j) and a field strength tensor
F^B 3ttAv - 9vAfI, the covariant forms of the continuity equation (see appendix A) and the
Maxwell equations are given by :

and (1.16)

From its definition it is obvious that F1"1 is invariant under a so called gauge transformation

A* -> {A»)'*A* - ^ x (1.17)

where % is an arbitrary function.
Because of the fact that all physics in classical electrodynamics are described by the Maxwell
equations it is clear that all the laws of classical elecrodynamics are invariant under a gauge
transformation like the one in (1.17). The importance of this invariance will be demonstrated in the
following.
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From (1.16) it is a straightforward calculation to deduce the field equation :

- d\d^) =jv (1.18)

If now the gauge of A^ is chosen in such a way that d^A11 = 0 (Lorentz condition), then
equation (1.18) may be written as :

f (1.19)

It is this equation that forms the crucial step which leads to the Feynman photon propagator g1™ I q1

[8].

From this it seems as if the fact that the Maxwell equations are invariant under gauge
transformations of the 4-vector potential A^ automatically links the E.M. force fields to some sort of
field particle (photon) that mediates these forces. In trying to understand why this comes about it is
necessary to have some deeper insight into the gauge invariance of the Maxwell equations.
From the discussion above it is seen that the continuity equation d^j11 = 0 plays a very important
role, so one might get the idea that gauge invariance is related in some way to charge conservation.
However, the connection is not so simple. Wigner [9] has given a simple argument to show that an
invariance under transformation of the electrostatic potential (<P) by a constant (global
transformation) involves charge (and energy) conservation. But what about the invariance under
our space-time dependent (=local) transformation of the 4-vector potential A^7

As remarked by 't Hooft [10] one can regard the local gauge transformation (1.17) as
expressing the fact that a local change in the electrostatic potential <P can be compensated (in the
sense of leaving the Maxwell equations unchanged) by a corresponding local change in the
magnetic vector potential A. Thus by including magnetic effects, the global invariance under a
change of <B by a constant can be extended to a local invariance.
From this one gets the impression that one might almost derive the complete Maxwell equations,
which unify electricity and magnetism, from the requirement that the theory can be expressed in
terms of potentials in such a way that the theory is invariant under local (gauge) transformations of
those potentials. The theories that relate dynamics to a local invariance requirement are called
Gauge Theories, and the distinction between global- and local invariance turns out to be crucial for
the concepts of these theories.

1.4.2 Gauge invariance in quantum mechanics

Making the standard transition from classical observables to quantum mechanical operators and
defining
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(1.20)

the Schrodinger equation (see appendix A) for a charged particle in an E.M. field may be written in
the following form:

2

^ - ^ , O = » D 0 f ( x , O (1.21)
2m

If one does not want the Maxwell equations to conflict with quantum mechanics, there must be a
wave function y'(x,t) such that the Schrodinger equation (1.21) is invariant under a gauge
transformation of the form (1.17).
It is easy to see that this is the case if the following combined transformation is performed

i,v (1-22)
\?{x,t) -» f ' ( i , / ) = e w V(x,f)

In the same way it may be demonstrated that also the Klein-Gordon equation

-P^O^V|/='"V (1-23)

and the Dirac equation

C*V»^-m)v = 0 (1.24)

are invariant under the combined transformation (1.22). In fact, there seems to exist a very simple
prescription for obtaining the wave equation for a particle in an E.M. field starting from the
corresponding free-particle wave equation. All that has to be done is making the replacement

dP -iDPsdP+iqA11 (1.25)

In the following it will be seen that (1.25) forms the basis of the so called gauge principle in which
the form of the interaction is determined by the insistence on local gauge invariance.

1.4.3 The gauge principle

In the preceding section it was assumed that the Schrodinger equation for a charged particle in an
E.M. field is given by equation (1.21) and then its gauge invariance under the combined
transformation (1.22) was checked. Now the argument will be reversed. Starting with the
requirement that the theory is invariant under the space-time dependent phase transformation

i|/(*, t) -* Y=eiaix-l) VC». O (1.26)

it will be demonstrated that such a phase invariance is not possible for a free theory, but rather
requires an interacting theory, involving a 4-vector field whose interactions with charged particles
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are precisely determined, and which undergoes the local gauge transformation (1.17) once the
phase transformation (1.26) is performed. The requirement of this type of phase invariance will
then have dictated the form of the interaction, which forms the basis of the gauge principle.
Looking at the free-particle Schrodinger equation

v ( a C ( , ) ,
1m dt

( l t 2 7 )

it is immediately seen that this equation is not invariant under the transformation (1.26). This is
caused by the fact that both V and d/dt act on the phase factor O(JC , t).

So, maintaining the requirement of local phase invariance, the free Schrodinger equation (1.27)
has to be modified. But this modified Schrodinger equation will no longer describe a free particle,
so the freedom of making a local change in the phase of a particle's wave function implies the
introduction of some kind of force field in which the particle moves. From the previous sections it
is in fact already know what this force field looks like, for if one makes the substitution

a(x,t) -*qx(x,t) (1.28)

this immediately yields equation (1.21) which was nothing else than the Schrodinger equation of a
charged particle in an E.M. field. It was also seen that the corresponding gauge transformation of
the 4-vector potential which leaves this Schrodinger equation invariant is given by (1.17). So
indeed- by requiring a local phase invariance of the particle's wave function, it is possible to
determine the kind of force field and the form of the interaction of this field with the particle.

The form of the interaction contains only one parameter q, the particle's electric charge, and it
does not make any difference whatever the type of the particle may be, whether it be ion, atom,
nucleus, hadron, lepton etc. Precisely this type of 'universality' is also present in the weak
couplings of quarks and leptons, so this strongly suggests that some sort of gauge principle must be
at work in generating the weak interactions as well. The main difference however is that the range
of the E.M. force is infinite, requiring massless gauge quanta, whereas the weak force has a very
short range which implies that the weak gauge quanta have large masses. However, if W*
represents a massive field, of which the quanta have mass M, the field equation (1.18) becomes

( • +M2)W* - d^W*) =jv (1.29)

Obviously this equation is not invariant under the gauge transformation (1.17), and it is precisely
the mass term M2A v that breaks the gauge invariance. The gauge invariance however is not lost, but
only hidden and it can be identified via special relations between masses and couplings as will be
seen in the following.
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1.4.4 Generating masses via the Higgs mechanism

According to (1.29) the equation for a free massive vector field W* is given by

( • +M2)WV - Ad^W*) = 0 (1.30)

Taking the divergence of (1.30) yields the condition 9 ^ H = 0 so that the free massive vector field

may be written as :

(P+M2)WV = 0 (1.31)

Adapting the Lorentz condition d^A* = 0 for the Maxwell equations yields

which takes the form of a massive vector field equation in case j v = -M*AV. To obtain an
expression for the current j ^ of a charged scalar field <j>, the replacement (1.25) in the Klein-Gordon
equation (see appendix A) is made, yielding

A*) =*?»*0 |1*) - * 0 V ) ] - 2q2A^\iSf\2 (1.32)

The equation for A v then becomes

• A V = iq » ' OV<(>) - <t>OV )] - 2q2A V | <|> | 2 (1.33)

If <(> is chosen to be a real constant value like

<C="F (1.34)

then equation (1.33) may be written as OAV = -q2f2Av. Comparing this with (1.31), it is seen that
Av may be regarded as a free vector field of which the quanta have a mass M =qf. So it appears
that the gauge quanta of the weak interactions are massive when they exist as free particles in the
physical vacuum, provided the vacuum is described by some kind of 'background' field. This
'background' field <j> is called the Higgs field.

1.4.5 Gauge invariance when the symmetry is hidden

From the previous section one might get the impression that the whole machinery of generating
masses for the weak gauge quanta via the Higgs mechanism only works in the Lorentz gauge of the
field 4-vector. But earlier it was seen that on basis of 'universality' some sort of gauge invariance
for the weak interactions is expected, which implies that the Higgs field must obey a local phase
invariance.
Defining the equilibrium value of the Higgs field in the ground state (vacuum) as « t» 0 and taking
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its phase to be zero, the expression becomes like before

/

Assuming there is a gauge invariance, it should be the case that different choices for the phase of
<<t>>0 can be compensated by a gauge transformation on the field 4-vector A*, and will therefore
lead ultimately to the same physics. Taking « t» 0 to be

<•>„ =/V e ( x ) (1.36)

the current (1.32) induced in the vacuum is then given by

</(«>0 = V/V+*~'a"e> d-37)

Inserting this current into the Maxwell equation (1.18) yields

UAW - a v 0 ^ ) = V / V +g~lBvQ) (1.38)

If now a gauge transformation of the form (1.17) is performed in which % is chosen to be -q~% the
expression becomes

• {A' )v - h\\(A' f) = -q2f\A' )v where {A' f=A * + q^&B

or in a more convenient form :

(P+M2) (y4')v-3vOJ1(A'f) = 0 with M=qf (1.39)

which is nothing but the standard wave equation for a free vector particle of mass M! So, allthough
the symmetry is hidden in case of massive field quanta, the field equations are still gauge invariant
Moreover, it is seen that a degree of freedom, namely the phase of the Higgs vacuum value «|»0 ,
has been sacrificed in order to make the gauge field massive.

Another very nice aspect of the fact that the field equations show a hidden gauge invariance in
the case of massive field quanta is, that the propagator of the vector particle depends on the choice
of gauge. This leads to the fact that massive vector theories in which the vector particles acquire
mass through the Higgs mechanism, turn out to be renormalisable [11]. Furthermore it is now
generally believed that the only renormalisable massive vector theories are those in which there is a
hidden gauge invariance. As a consequence, this is the only way to make a real theory of the weak
interaction phenomenology discussed so far.

The theory which will be discussed in the following is the nowadays generally accepted standard
theory of the electroweak interactions.
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1.5 The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam gauge theory of electroweak interactions

1.5.1 Weak isospin and hypercliarge

From the previous discussion of weak interactions it was seen that the lepton and quark currents
contain a V-A structure, in which only left handed wave functions are involved. Experimentally it
is also seen that in processes in which an exchange of electrical charge is involved - the so called
charged current (CC) interactions - the leptons are restricted to the transitions ve <-» e, v^<-» \i and
vT <-> t. This suggests that these pairs should be regarded as doublets under some group.

For the quark part of the interaction the situation is a little more complicated due to the fact that
weak processes have been observed in which strangeness is not conserved. This indicates that the
different quark flavours, as we know them from strong interaction theory (QCD), are no longer
eigenstates in case we deal with weak phenomena. To be able to describe the experimental data,
the weak quark eigenstates are constructed from the QCD quark flavours by a mixing mechanism
[12] in such a way that for the CC interactions also the quarks are restricted to certain transitions
namely, « <-» d', c <-> s ' and t <-» b '. The new eigenstates d', s ' and b ' can be deduced from the
quark flavours d, s, and b with the help of the so called Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [13]:

d'

s

0.9705-0.9770 0.21-0.24 0-0.014

0.21-0.24 0.971-0.973 0.036-0.070

0-0.024 0.036-0.069 0.997-0.999 J

d~\

b

(1.40)

Using this mixing mechanism the new quark eigenstates may be regarded as doublets under some
group.
The simplest possibility is to suppose that, in both cases, a weak SU(2)L group is involved which is
called 'weak isospin'. The subscript L has been adapted here to denote that only the left handed
components of the wave functions are involved. Introducing the symbols x, t and r3 for the
generators and the quantum numbers of the weak isospin, the lepton and quark doublets may be
defined in the following way

Quarks , - « ,, = [^ [jj [/J [ j
It is obvious that the situation described above is only relevant for charged current interactions; but
what about the neutral current component?
To include also the neutral current interactions, Glashow [14] suggested to enlarge the SU(2)L
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scheme by the inclusion of an additional [/(I) gauge group. He proposed that the Gell-
Mann-Nishijima relation for charges should also hold for these weak analogues, giving

G = f 3 + | (1.42)

where Q is the electric charge of the 13 member of a weak isomultiplet.
The new quantum number y associated to this 1/(1) group is called the weak hypercharge, and the
inclusion of this £7(1) group results in a SU(2)L ®U(l)y group structure. In the following section it
will be seen that when this new group is gauged, everything falls marvellously into place; the
charged vector bosons will appear as before (yielding the familiar W*), but there are now two
neutral vector bosons (nowadays known as Z° and Y) which will be responsible for the weak neutral
current and the electromagnetic processes.
As a final comment on the SU(2)L ®U(l)y group structure we want to denote that all right handed
components of the wave functions are regarded to be singlets (f=0) under the weak isospin group.

1.5.2 Hidden gauge invariance in SU(2)L®U(l)y

As seen before, the existence of a scalar field <j> with a non-zero expectation value in the ground
state (vacuum) could give the U(l) gauge boson a mass, thereby 'hiding' the gauge invariance of
the theory. In the present case however, three gauge fields (W± and Z°) have to be made massive,
resulting in some scalar field <j> with at least three degrees of freedom. But it must also be ensured
that some effective £/(l) gauge symmetry remains unbroken, in order that its gauge field remains
massless and can represent the photon.

To achieve all this, Weinberg and Salam proposed to generalize the scalar field <j> to a scalar
doublet, transforming as a t=f/i multiplet under SU(2)L. Thus the Higgs field may be written in the
form

f'/a
t=l/2 , s ^

where the fyO'=1.4) are real scalar fields.
This scalar field $ may now be used to generate the masses of the various gauge quanta via the
Higgs mechanism. To do this properly however, a local invariance has to be imposed on this scalar
field, by generalization of (1.36). For SU(2)L (the U(l)y case is trivial) this can be done in the
following way:
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<(-)• a(x)

2 ( L 4 3 )

in which a = (a,, ctj, 0C3) are real phases and P(x) is a real field.

It is this a(x), as seen in the discussion of the Higgs mechanism, that will generate masses for three

of the four gauge fields in the group SU(2)L ®U(\)y. If also the expression for the current j^ify) is

generalized to the three SU{2)L currents (y'Y (a=1.3) and the U(l)y current (j\ one obtains

a

) ( A ) b(?)\W (1.44a)

( / ) y (<t>) =i(—)y K> V * ) - 4>(3 V l (1 -44b)

in which the constants g and g' are called the 'weak charges' of SU {2)L and U{\) .

It is obvious that these currents are not invariant under the local phase transformations of

SU(2)L ®U{\)y, but this can be cured by introducing the covariant derivative

O" a" i ( ) l V f i i{) {)y (1.45)

Using this covariant derivative in the expressions for the various currents, one obtains
(using {ia,tb}=25ab)

a

)O^) t ( ) ( 3 V ) 1 1 ? ^ g g ' 4 \ W B * (1.46.a)

^ (1.46.b)

To find the currents induced in the vacuum, the vacuum value « | » 0 of the scalar field § has to be

inserted into these equations. In analogue to (1.35) and (1.36) Weinberg suggested the form

<©>,, = with f ~ ~ (1.47)

Ignoring the 5 R field and the hypercharge current, one actually looks at the effect of «J»0 on the

SU (2)L current involved in CC interactions, yielding

Following the same procedure which lead to (1.39), the field equation and an expression for the
mass are obtained
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vf =<J»(W))a with Mw=— (1.48)

To obtain the field equations and the masses of the gauge quanta of the neutral processes, the full
equations (1.46) for the weak isospin and hypercharge currents have to be used. So, to determine
the currents induced in the vacuum, the weak hypercharge of «j»0 has to be determined first. This
can be done by requiring that the component of <j> with non-zero vacuum expectation value has zero
charge. Combining (1.47) and (1.42) then directly yields ;y(<j>)=l.
Furthermore, straightforward calculation shows that with the choice (1.47) the B^ term in (1.46a) is
zero for a=1,2 <which corresponds to the fact that a=l,2 selects the charged current cases> yielding

(M = — ;M' = — ) :
2 2

o +MM'BV- (1.49a)

<U\W)>Q =MM'(W]i)3 - (M')V (1.49b)

and the corresponding field equations

( • +M2)(WM)3 - ^0v(Wv)3) = (/(HO)3 +MM'BV- (1.50a)

( • + (M')2)B* - 3 ^ 0 ^ ) =MM'(W]lf (1.50b)

Here it is seen that the gauge fields (W^)3 and B11 satisfy coupled equations. Physically this means
that the fields (W^f and B^ do not have a definite mass, and so they are not the physical fields.
To obtain these latter ones, one has to find those linear combinations of (W^1)3 and B^ that
diagonalise the mass terms so that the equations (1.50) can be decoupled. In doing this it is
customary to introduce the so called Weinberg angle (Qw) which is defined in terms of the
fundamental constants g and g by

tanO^) = — cos(9H/) = sin(9w) = (1.51)
8 V + Q?')2 V + (g')2

The desired linear combinations are then given by

A» = sinO^XW*1)3 + cos(Qw)B» (1.52a)

Z^ = cos(9H,)(lV11)3 - sin(6H/)j?
tl (1.52b)

and the corresponding field equations are then found to be

(1.53a) y

(D + Ml) Z* - AdX) = cosOuOCAW))3 (1.53b)

where in lowest order approximation
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= J k f (h > = ( 1 5 4 )

2 cos(9)

It is obvious that the A^ field can be identified with the massless electromagnetic field, whereas the
ZH represents the neutral part of the massive field of the weak interactions.
Using these new parameters, the charge non-changing part of the covariant derivative (1.45) may
be written as

v v
D^ = 3^ + ig sin(6H/ ){t-.+—)A^ + ig\cos,(Qw)t-, - sin(9u,)tan(9wX—)]Z>1 (1.55)

2 2
Looking at the E.M. term and using (1.42), the connection between the coupling strengths of the
weak and E.M. interactions as predicted by the GWS theory is found to be

gsin(Qw)=e (1.56)

Furthermore, when the low-energy (ql«M^f) charged current results from the weak interaction
phenomenology are compared with the ones obtained in the GWS theory, one immediately gets the
relation

G 2 G 1
^r = ^T ^ 7F =—2 ( L 5 7 )

yielding

/ = 246 Gel/ (1.58)

This eventually leaves only just one free parameter, namely the Weinberg angle Qw.
Present best fits [13] to data give

sin2(9H/) = 0.234 ± 0.013 (1.59)

yielding as lowest order predictions for the IV* and Z° masses

2 (1-60)
Mw = 78 ± IGeVIc2

Mz =89 ± IGeV/c

In 1983 both the W and Z particles have been found [15] and their masses were found to be :

2 d-61)

Mw = 80.9 ± 1.5 GeV/c1

Mz = 91.9 ± 1.3 GeV/c

The precise predictions of the GWS theory indicate the power of the hidden symmetry in
determining many apparently unrelated parameters (in this case masses) in terms of only a few
basic parameters. The (perfect) agreement of these predictions with experimental data strongly
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encourages one to use the gauge principle as a basis for setting up new theories.

1.5.3 Chiral coupling constants

Within the SU(2)L x(/(l)y gauge theory, the effective Hamiltonian for processes in which W and Z
nvolved maybosons are involved may be written as (q2 << M^,M%

j (1-62)

where G is the Fermi coupling constant and the j ± and j 0 denote the charged and neutral currents
respectively.
The parameter p describes the overall strength of the couplings of the neutral current with respect to
those of the charged current. Within the framework of the standard model this parameter is defined
as

, 2
Mzcos 9

(1-63)

and in case the Higgs fields form SU (2) doublets it is seen that p = 1, as discussed before.

t

As explained in the previous sections, the full charged current of leptons and quarks has a pure
V-A character and is given by

j£= S <7V(1 ± Y V + E v , V ( l ± Y 5 ) / (1.64)

where q and / denote the various quarks and leptons and q' denotes the weak eigenstates of the
quark flavours d, s and b (see section 1.5.1).

The neutral current is a sum of neutrino, lepton and quark pieces. The neutrino neutral current is
given by

/,'=^Iv,y(l-V)v, (1.65)

In the general case of V and A interactions the lepton neutral current can be parametrized as

it=^i:Tf(Sv-gAi)l (1.66)

where the constants gv and gA account for the vector- and axial couplings respectively.
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In the standard electroweak theory these vector- and axial couplings are given by

gv = p (-'/2 + 2 sin20w) SA = -1 / 2 P (]-67)

Finally, the neutral quark current in the general V, A case can be written in the form

The constants e;(?) and er(<?) account for the left- and right handed couplings of the (anti)quarks
respectively and are called neutral current chiral coupling constants. Within the framework of the
standard electroweak theory these couplings are given by

= P C3(<7) -e(<7) s i n ^ )

where e(q) denotes the corresponding charge of quark flavour q and t3(q) is the third component of
the weak isospin, as discussed before.
In the following the coupling constants will be denoted explicitly by their quark flavour; the left-
and right handed couplings of the u and d quarks are then given by

«,2 = p2 ( '/i - 2h %v£% f u2 = p2 ( - % sin29w )2

d2 = p2 ( - >h + 1/3 si^e^, f dr
2 = p2 ( 'A sin2Gw )2

From (1.69) it is seen again that the right handed states form singlets under the weak isospin group.
Furthermore, it is seen that within the framework of the standard model the interference of
electromagnetic- and weak phenomena results in a change of the V-A character of neutral current
interactions in which - provided the corresponding couplings are not equal to zero - also right
handed states play a role.

It is the aim of the experiment described in this thesis to determine the values of all the chiral
coupling constants. This can be done in a unique way because of the fact that (anti)neutrino
interactions on deuterium are investigated, thus providing a way to study separately interactions on
protons and neutrons within the same experimental setup. This allows a very precise measurement
of the left- and right handed couplings of the « and d quarks, and according to (1.69) this also
yields the couplings for all the other quark flavours.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS TO TEST THE STANDARD MODEL

Now that the theoretical framework of the electro-weak interactions has been discussed in detail, an
overview will be given of the experimental method which has been used in the experiment
described in this thesis. Also an experimental review of some other experiments investigating the
electro-weak interactions will be presented, where the emphasis is put on the question of how well
the basic ingredients of the standard model are tested.

2.1 Deep inelastic scattering

A deep ineleastic scattering process may be schematically represented in the following way

probe(k.m) (k\nr)

target(P.M)

Figure 2.1: Diagram of a deep inelastic scattering process

where it is accustomed to define the following invariant quantities:

q =k —k' (4-momentum transferred to the target)

q-P
v = = E — E (the energy loss of the probe in the LAB frame)

M

QZ= -q2 = 2(EE' -k-k') -m2 - (m1)2 = 4££'sin2(-)
2

where 6 is defined as the angle between k and k ' in the LAB frame.
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Q2 Q2

x = = {fraction of the target momentum carried by the struck parton)
2q-P 2Mv

y m = — = 1 — — (fraction of the energy lost by the probe in the LAB frame )
k-P E E

W2 s (P+q)2 = M2 + 1M V - Q 2 (mass squared of the system recoiling against the probe)

In the framework of the parton model [16] one may also define the following distribution function :

q(x)dx = number of partons of type qwith a target momentum fraction between x and x+dx (2.1)

and in the region Q2 > 1 GeV2, W > 2 GeVIc2 this distribution function turns out to be independent
of Q2 at any x value [1]. Bjorken [17] predicted that this would happen in the limit Q2 -* °°, and
consequently this effect is known as Bjorken scaling.
Deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering processes provide a means to study directly the parton
distribution functions «(*), d(x), u(x) etc.

2.2 (anti)neutrino-nucleon interactions

2.2.1 The cross sections

The double differential cross sections for (anti)neutrino-nucleon interactions may be written [18]
as:

d O"v G ME Mxy v i ? v ? 7 « 2
—— = [ (l-y-—f)F^x,Q2) + *Ayl 2xFl(x,Q) + iy - ^ y )*F3

v(*,e2)] (2.2a)
dxdy n IE

?t(x,Q2) + 'Ay2 2xFi(x,Q2) - (y - '/2 y
2) xFI\x ,Q2)] (2.2b)

axay K 2E

where G is the Fermi coupling constant and the Fx, F2 and F 3 are the so called structure junctions
which are dimensionless and independent. These structure functions describe the hadron structure
and can be defined as :

F(x,Q )mthe probability of finding a parton carrying a fraction x of the target momentum

while probing at a certain Q 2value. (2.3)

Combination of (2.1) and (2.3) directly yields :

F(x,Q2)~xq(x) (2.4)
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Using Bjorken scaling, the Q2 dependence of the structure functions may be dropped.
Furthermore, due to the fact that the partons are spin Vz particles, the contribution of the
longitudinal component of the current to the total cross section is zero, leading to the so called
Callan-Gross [19] relation :

F2(x) = 2xFl(x) (2.5)

This relation may be slightly violated [20] due to the existence of a primordial transverse
momentum of the quarks in the nucleon due to quark-gluon interactions.

Applying Bjorken scaling, the Callan-Gross relation and the fact that £ » M to the equations
of (2.2) directly yields that the double differential cross sections may be written as :

— =K\l (F2
V +xFv

3) + {\-yf(Fv
2 -xFl) ] (2.6a)

dxdy

,2 v

= >/2 X [ {Fl -xFl) + (1-»2(F2
V +&1) 1 (2-6b)dxdy

where for convenience the notations Ft = F, (x) (i =2,3) and X = G 2ME In have been adopted.

2.2.2 The nucleon structure functions

Since in the case of the present experiment a muon (anti)neutrino beam is used, the charged current
(CC) processes are all of the form :

v +<?, -> u." +q2

(2.7)

where the qt denote the various (anti)quark flavours.

Due to the fact that in these processes the total charge should be conserved, only certain
(anti)quark flavours will be involved in charged current v(l and ^ interactions respectively. This
leads to the following general expressions [18] for the nucleon structure functions in the charged
current case:
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= 2x [d(x) + s(x) +b(x) + u(x) + c(x) +t(x) ]

l = 2x [d{x) +s(x) + b(x) -u{x) -c(x) -T{x) ]

F^ =2x[u(x)+c(x) + t(x)+d(x) +s(x) +b{x) ]

xFlCC = 2x[u(x)+c(x)+t(x) -d{x) -s{x) -b{x) ]

According to the standard model (see section 1.5), the nucleon structure functions for the neutral
current (NC) case are found to be :

( 2 ' 9 )

where

p a in which 8^ is the Weinberg angle.
M£cos\Bw)

q = one of the quark flavours u,d,s,c,b,t.
q, 2 the left handed coupling constant for the (anti)quark flavour q.
qr = the right handed coupling constant for the (anti)quark flavour q.

These coupling constants can be introduced [21] by the lagrangian Lvq of the (anti)neutrino-
(anti)quark interaction, as discussed before, and the parameter p describes the overall strength of
the NC with respect to the CC couplings. The goal of this thesis is to determine experimentally the
values of the left and right handed coupling constants for the u and d quarks. Due to the choice of
deuterium as target material for the present experiment, this can be done in a unique way; the
interactions on protons and neutrons may be studied separately, thus providing a way to determine
all four coupling constants within the same experiment.

Within the framework of the standard model of electro-weak interactions (see section 1.5) these
coupling constants are given by

u2 = p2 ( 'A - % s i n ^ f u2 = p2 ( - % s i n \ , )2

d2 = p2 ( - >/2 + </3 sin2e,*, f d2 = p2 ( 1/3 sin28w )2 ( ' 1 0 )

Lowest order predictions of the standard model yield sin29w = 0.23 and p = 1, resulting in the fact
that the left handed couplings are expected to be larger than the right handed ones.
So, measurement of these coupling constants also provides a very nice consistency check on the
basic parameter (Qw) of the standard model of electro-weak interactions. A two parameter fit of the
data could give also a value for the p parameter, which is predicted to be 1 by the the standard
model in case radiative corrections are neglected.
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2.2.3 Method to determine the coupling constants

On basis of the weak eigenstate doublets of the various quarks (see section 1.5.1) the following is
stated by the standard model:

2 2 2 2 2 2 , 2 2 , 2 , 2 2 , 2 /I 1 i \
M( =C[ =tj ur = cr = tr dt =st = bl or =sr =br (2.11)

Experimental tests [22] have been done, yielding

,)
= 1.39 ± 0.43 and (s, + s2) = 0.26 ± 0.06

2=
g2 (d2+d2)

Defining the integrated quark distribution functions as
i

]xq(x)dxmQ (2.12)
0

where q and Q denote the various quark flavours, the sea quark distributions obey the following
relation:

S =S C=C B=B T=f (2.13)

Performing the integration over x and using (2.11)-(2.13) the differential cross sections may be
written as :

dovCC

dy

dy

dy

= 2X [D+S+B + (1-yf (U+C+T) )

= 7X [D+S+B + (1-y)2 {U+C+T) ]

- —
= IK p2 [«,2 (U+C+T) +u} (U+C+T) +dt

2 (D+S+B) +d} (D+S+B)

dcvNC

dy

+ (l-y)2{«,2 (U+C+T) +u} (U+C+T) +df (D+S+B) +df (D+S+B)}]

= 2X p2 [u,2 (U+C+T) +u2 (U+C+T) +d2 (D+S+B) +d2 (D+S+B)

+ (1-y)2 { M,2 (U+C+T) +u2 (U+C+T) +d2 (D+S+B) +d2 (D+S+B) } ]
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From this it is clear that in the CC case the v cross section is dominated by the flat term, whereas
for the v cross section the (1-y)2 term dominates. This indeed has been confirmed by experiment
[23]. For the NC case, the situation is less clear due to the fact that the coupling constants are not
known.

To determine these coupling constants, the cross sections are divided into two parts, namely the
proton and the neutron contribution. From the quark contents of the proton (uud) and the neutron
{ddu) it is seen that

Up=Dn Dp=Un

— O t* — U _ £>„ —£>„ !„ — lm

p n p n p n p n

So, if all the variables are taken with respect to the proton and the integrations over y and the
(anti)neutrino flux O(£) for normalization are performed, where

Ay s (^max-^miD ) j (l-yfdy =K • Ay % = J 2k Ay <P(£) dE (2.14)

then the various proton and neutron cross-sections may be written as follows :

avpCC = ^v [D+S+B+KU+KC+KT ]

avnCC = ^v [ U+S+B+KD+KC+KT ]

avpCC = §v [D+S+B+KU+KC+KT ]

avnCC = £v [ U+S+B+KD+KC+KT ]

avpNC = £v p2 [u,2(U+KU+(l+K)C+(l+K)T) +ur
2(U+KU+(l+K)C+(l+K)T)

+ d,2(D+KD+(l+K)S+(l+K)B) +dr
2(D+KD+(l+K)S+(l+K)B) ]

cvnNC = 4V p2 [ u,\D+KD+(l+K)C+{l+K)T) +u2(D+KD+{l+K)C+{l+K)T)

+ dl
2(U+KU+(l+K)S+(l+K)B) +d2(.U+KU+(l+K)S+(l+K)B) ]

OvpNC = ^v p2 [u,\u+KU+{l+K)C+(l+K)T) +ur\u+KU+(.l+K)C+(l+K)T)

+ d2{D+KD+(\+K)S+(\+K)B) +d2(D+KD+{\+K)S+{\+K)B) ]

OvnNC = ^v p2 \u2(D+KD+{\+K)C+{\+K)T) +u?(D+KD+{\+K)C+{\+K)T)

+ d,\u+KU+(l+K)S+(l+K)B) +d2{U+KU+{\+K)S+{\+K)B) ]
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So, by measuring the cross-sections it is in principle possible to determine the coupling constants
u2, u2,d,2 and dr

2 once p2 and V,D,S,... are known. However, in order to reduce the effect of
uncertainties of the cross-section values, the following quantities [24] have been used for the
determination of the coupling constants :

(avp

(ovp

(ovp

+

+

—

vn J1C

O
V f l ) C C

-Vn.CC

z a

'• Y

(ov p

s
+ ov")NC

* ^

-o™fc

(2.16)

= 5

With the introduction of the ratios mentioned in (2.16) the uncertainties due to the various beam
fluxes do not play a role anymore. Furthermore, from the definition of the ratios a and p it is easily
seen that the effect of the uncertainties of proton and neutron event separation (see later) has been
eliminated for these two quantities. The reduction of the systematical uncertainties by the
introduction of the variables y and 8 may be demonstrated by the following.
Using only the contributions of the u and d quarks and taking 0 <y < 1, it is straightforward to
show that from (2.15) one obtains

(2.17)
y = -(U,2 -d,2) - V3 («r

2 -dr
2) {u2 -d2) = -i/8 (9y + 8)

5 = (u2 -d2) + 3 (u2 -d2) (u2 -dr
2) = Vs (y + 8)

When the errors of y and 8 are included by y -» y + Ay and 8 -» 8 + A8, it is seen from (2.17) that

A(u2 -d,2)~ -Vs (9Ay + AS)

A(«r
2 -d2)- 3/s (Ay + A8)

(2.18)

From (2.18) it is seen that the uncertainties are reduced in case Ay and A8 are of opposite sign. This
indeed has been confirmed experimentally by a study of systematical effects (see later).

By writing down the expressions for ot, p, y and 8 in terms of p2,U,D etc. it is easily seen that
one may determine the coupling constants by using the following matrix equation :

(2.19)

in which the matrix elements A- of this so called coupling matrix are again expressions in terms of
P2,U,D,S etc. (seeappendixB).
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2.2.4 Evaluation of the coupling matrix

As can be seen from appendix B, the elements of the coupling matrix can be determined directly
once the values of p, U, D, S etc. are known. For the value of p the lowest order prediction made
by the standard model is taken, which has been confirmed experimentally [25]:

p = 1 (2.20)

To determine the integrated (anti)quark distribution functions U,D,S,... use is made of the
parametrizations given by Eichten et al. [26]. The (systematical) errors arise from a slight Q2

dependence within the kinematical region of our data (1 < Q2 < 60 and 0.025 <y < 0.98 see later).
The values are found to be :

U = 0.274 ± 0.015 U = 0.0249 ± 0.0021

D = 0.115 ± 0.004 D = 0.0249 ± 0.0021
(2.21)

5 = 0.013 ± 0.003 S = 0.013 ± 0.003

C = 0.007 ± 0.007 C = 0.007 ± 0.007

Looking at (2.21) it is seen that the S,S,C and C contributions are suppressed with respect to
the U, D and U,D contributions. This is due to the fact that the s and c quarks are heavier than the
u and d quarks. Furthermore, the b and t quarks are known to be even heavier than the c quark, so
their contributions may be neglected. Using the values mentioned above, the coupling matrix (see
appendix B) is found to be :

0.9442 1.0181 0.4121 0.4860"

0.8807 1.0386 2.0180 2.1759

-1.0000 1.0000 -0.3235 0.3235 ( 2 ' 2 2 )

I 1.0000 -1.0000 3.0911-3.0911-

Now having discussed the method of how to determine the chiral coupling constants uf, d2, u2 and
d2 and indirectly test the standard model, an overview of the results of some other experiments
which also test the parameters of this model will be given in the following sections.

2.3 Indirect tests of the standard model

2.3.1 Electroweak interference in electron-positron interactions

In case the energy involved in e+e~ interactions gets high enough, the single photon exchange
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reaction is modified due to the effect of a weak-electromagnetic interference term. The cms
energies presently obtained at PEP and PETRA are within this area, so the effect plays a role in
these experiments. These interference effects can be divided into three parts, namely :

• A change of the normalized total pair production cross-section.
(= the lowest order electroweak cross-section normalized to the one of the single photon
exchange process).

• A forward-backward asymmetry.

• A final state polarization.

The final state polarization effect is a very small one, and has been described in many publications

[27].
Also the modification of the normalized pair production cross-section is a small effect, due to the
fact that the purely weak term is suppressed by the weak propagator, whereas the interference term
is also very small because it is proportional to gvgy and the couplings for the various fermions are
given by :

V

e, 11, X

u,c,t

d.s.b

8A

>/2

-'/2

V2

-'/2

8v

V2

->/2 + 2 s i n ^

Vi - 4/3 sin29w

-V2 + % sin2ew

Table 2.1: Vector and axial couplings

The effect of the forward-backward asymmetry (A) however is much larger in case of the reactions
e+e~ -» u+n~ and e+e~ -» T+T~, because the effect is dominated by the axial coupling constants as
can be seen from formula (2.23):

Au = • (2.23)

where Q is the charge and the index / denotes the leptons (i or x.

In the lowest order approximation the standard model gives predictions for Au once a value for
^H, has been chosen. Comparison [28] of these predictions with the data of the PEP and PETRA
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experiments show a good agreement. In these experiments the products of the axial couplings are
measured, yielding

g'Ag)t = 0.266 ± 0.020
c T (2.24)

gc
AgA = 0.222 ± 0.031

However, one could also assume that the weak isospin assignments (see section 1.5.1) in the
standard model are correct. In that case we can use the gAgA values of table (2.1) and with the help
of equation (2.23) we may write :

**• 3 2

If one now takes the experimental value of Mz from the SPS collider data, a value of s i n ^ can be
derived [29], yielding sin26w = 0.18 ± 0.02.

2.3.2 Muon neutrino-electron scattering experiments

A very sensitive measurement of s i n ^ can be obtained by determination of the ratio of the v e
and v^e elastic cross-sections which is given by

1 + ( 1 - 4 s i n ^ ) + ( 1 - 4 si^e^, )2

1 - ( 1 - 4 sin29w ) + ( 1 - 4 sin2ew f
(2-25)

If this ratio is measured with a single experimental setup, one may benefit from the following
advantages :

• The efficiencies for e -it and e -y separation cancel.

• Some of the systematic uncertainties in the background subtraction cancel.

• No absolute normalization of the neutrino fluxes is needed, since only the ratio of the vM and v
fluxes enters.

However, a disadvantage is the fact that the cross-sections of the elastic v^e and v^e scattering
processes are very low. Latest results by the CHARM collaboration, containing 37 ± 10 vRe and
35 ± 10 v^e events, yield a value of the ratio R to be R = 1.26 ± 0.72. This corresponds to a value
of sin2^ = 0.216 ± 0.055 (sfar.) ± 0.010 (syst.).

If these results are combined with their previous data, one obtains a sample of 83 ± 16 v^e and
112 ± 21 v^e events, yielding the final result of sin2*),,, = 0.215 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.012 (syst.) and
p = 1.09 ± 0.09 (stat.) ± 0.11 (syst.).
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2.3.3 Semi-leptonic neutrino interactions

In these processes the couplings of (anti)neutrinos to quarks are studied. For an isoscalar target, the
NC to CC ratios can be written in terms of couplings :

vNC vCC

vNC vCC

_yCC ' ' T T J>CC
o o

One should note that these equations are only valid in case all quarks other than « or d can be
neglected [30].
The measurement of NC/CC cross-section ratios on isoscalar targets can provide high precision
determinations of s in2^. However, it is clear that with these measurements no separate
determination of the « and d couplings can be achieved. To determine the NC/CC ratios, the
following experimental methods have been used:

• Direct recognition of the u. produced in a CC reaction, by searching for a penetrating track in a
fine grained calorimeter, or by tagging penetrating particles with an External Muon Identifier in
bubble chamber experiments.

• Statistical event separation on basis of their measured length. The long events are then
attributed to CC interactions, whereas the short ones are called NC events [31].

The first method will be discussed in great detail lateron in this thesis. The second method has been
used in an experiment performed by the CCFRR collaboration at FNAL. In order to ensure full
trigger efficiency for NC events, only events above 20GeV shower energy were analyzed.
Furthermore, in order to reduce the background, a high-y cut was applied.
The goal of the experiment was to obtain a value of sin26,p. In order to be more independent of the
cuts in shower energy, they used the following equations :

± o
jcc

with

R+ = Vz - s i n ^

R~ =lh- s i n ^

Having made the assumption that p = 1 they obtain a value s i n ^ = 0.242 ± 0.012.
Making a two parameter fit of the data, one obtains p = 1.01 ± 0.02 and s i n ^ = 0.252 ± 0.024.

In order to separate the chiral couplings of the u and d quarks, other experimental methods are
needed. One method is to use a deuterium target, in which the events originating from protons and
neutrons can be studied separately. This method is the one used by the experiment described in this
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thesis (see section 2.2).
Another way to separate the two quark flavours, is to measure the n+liC ratios in the current-
fragmentation region of NC interactions [31].

The results obtained by these experiments, together with the ones obtained from isoscalar target
experiments, yield some constraints on the u,, ur, d, and dr values which are summarized in
figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Constraints on the values of the chiral coupling constants

The solutions B are ruled out [32] by A-production measurements and elastic vp scattering.

2.4 Direct tests of the standard model

After having discovered the intermediate vector bosons W* and Z° at the SPS collider at CERN, one
can make a direct check on the standard model by using the experimental values of the W* and Z°
masses (see section 1.5). Using the UA1 data, one obtains the values
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Mw = 80.9 ± 1.5 (stat.) ± 2.4 (syst.)GeVlc2

Mz = 95.6 ± 1.5 (stat.) ± 2.9 (syst.)GeVlc2

yielding

s i n ^ = 0.228 ± 0.008 (stat.) ± 0.014 (syst.)

p = 0.928 ± 0.038 (stat.) ± 0.016 (syst.)

Where the UA2 data give us

Mw = 83.1 ± 1.9 (stat.) ± 1.3 (syst.)GeVlc1

Mz = 92.7 ± 1.7 (stat.) ± 1.4 (syst.)GeVlc2

yielding

s i n ^ = 0.216 ± 0.010 (stat.) ± 0.007 (syst.)

p = 1.006 ± 0.043 (stat.) ± 0.01 (syst.)

If one takes s i n ^ = 0.23 ± 0.014, then a good agreement of these data is seen with the predictions
made by the standard model.
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3. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this chapter the technical aspects of the apparatus, used to perform the experiment described in
this thesis, will be given. First a description of the CERN SPS (anti)neutrino beam facility will be
given, followed by a description of the detector.

3.1 The CERN SPS (anti)neutrino beam facilities

The Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerator can provide proton beams up to 450 GeV to
experimental zones in the North- and West area. The protons which are used to produce
(anti)neutrino beams are directed to the West area where the detectors of various (anti)neutrino
experiments are aligned along the beam axis as can be seen from figure 3.1.
This figure has been copied from the thesis of E.H.M. Heijne [33].

Following the beam direction, we first encounter the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC)
with its related external detection systems. Second in line is the counter building with the 1400t
electronic detector of the CDHS collaboration (experiment WAI) and the 'fine grain' electronic
detector of the CHARM collaboration (experiment WAI8). The next building housed the heavy
liquid bubble chamber Gargamelle (GGM) until its breakdown in 1978. In the last building we find
the apparatus of the WA44 collaboration, searching for quarks in high energy (anti)neutrino
interactions.

3.1.1 The proton beam

One revolution of the SPS internal proton beam along the 6.9 km circumference takes 23 ju. The
bunched circulating beam has a gap of 2.1 \is which allows the rise and fall of the magnetic field in
the injection and extraction kicker magnets, of which the latter one deflects the accelerated protons
towards a target in the West area in case of (anti)neutrino beam operation.
For the (anti)neutrino target an intensity of around 1013 protons per pulse is generally obtained, and
for the extraction mode the following possibilities exist:

• Rapid deflection of the circulating proton beam with fast kicker magnets during whole or part of
the revolution time. In this way the pulse duration is at most 23 \is, which implies that for the
counter experiments this mode may only be used while running with the so called Narrow Band
Beam (NBB). This narrow band (anti)neutrino beam has a well defined energy window, and
therefore yields a rather low event rate.
This method is called fast extraction (FE).
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• Deflection of the circulating proton beam, using a half-integer resonant method. In this way a
beam spill duration of 1-3 ms is obtained, which matches the pulse durations of the currents of
the horn and the reflectors, which form the magnetic focussing system (see later). The spill
duration of 1-3 ms is also a compromise between the counter experiments for which it is the
smallest and the bubble chamber experiments for which it is the largest acceptable value.
This method is called the fast-resonant extraction (FRE) and has been used to produce the so
called Wide Band Beam (WBB), yielding an (anti)neutrino energy spectrum extending from
0 up to 200 GeV and a high event rate in the various experiments.

• Extraction of protons every other revolution during three or more revolutions. In this way all
protons are extracted, so it can be used only as the last extraction process in the cycle, the so
called Beam Dump.
This method is called coherent fast-resonant extraction (CFRE).

In the experiment described in this thesis, the detector material consists of liquid deuterium which
has a low density. In order to achieve the highest possible flux of (anti)neutrinos, all data have been
taken with the CERN SPS wide band (anti)neutrino beam with a primary proton energy of 400 GeV
and a 3 ms beam spill every 10.8 seconds, corresponding to 3 pulses of the Proton Synchrotron
(PS).
In earlier runs a beam spill was obtained every 9.6 seconds (2 PS pulses), but these data are not
used in the analysis described here because of the absence of the Internal Picket Fence (EPF)
detector system (see lateron), which plays a very important role in the identification of neutral
current interactions.

3.1.2 Layout of the wide band beam setup

The principle of (anti)neutrino production starting with primary protons is the following :

• The accelerated protons are guided to a target where they produce all kinds of secondary
particles.

• Downstream the target the secondary particles pass through a magnetic focussing section. At
this stage, certain hadrons (n, K) are selected (focussed) while others are kicked out j,
(defocussed), and the polarity of the magnetic field is used to select positive hadrons (giving a 5

neutrino beam) or negative hadrons (giving an anti-neutrino beam). »•..
This magnetic focussing section may also be used to select hadrons within a well defined f

momentum window, thus enabling the production of a narrow band beam. ]

• After having passed the magnetic focussing section, the selected hadrons enter a decay region, i

where the (anti)neutrinos are produced by the weak decay processes of the 'parent' hadrons.
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• The beam of (anti)neutrinos, muons and electrons which are obtained in this way, finally passes
through a shielding to remove the muons (and electrons) from the beam by means of energy
loss.

The whole setup is given schematically in figure 3.2. This figure is not to scale, and has been copied
from the thesis of E. de Wolf [34].
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Figure 3.2: Schematic layout of the CERN wide band anti-neutrino beam

After this schematic overview, the various elements of the CERN SPS (anti)neutrino beam line will
be discussed in more detail.

3.1.3 The production target

The aim of the target is to produce the highest possible number of hadrons, which consequently will
yield the highest possible (anti)neutrino flux. In order to absorb a large fraction of the incoming
protons, the target length should be several proton interaction lengths. But in such a thick target, the
high energetic secondary particles may be lost very easily due to successive interactions.
To achieve a high escape probability for the secondary particles, the target has been made of a light
material (Be) and consists of several thin rod-like segments positioned along the beam direction.
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The target for the neutrino (anti-neutrino) beam consists of six (eleven) beryllium rods of 10 cm
length and 3 mm diameter, equally spaced over a distance of 200 cm. The incident proton beam,
which has a width of - 2 mm, is centered at this target. Gaps between the consecutive rods
guarantee an easy escape of particles in the lateral direction.
The total target length corresponds to 1.5 (2.75) proton interaction lengths.

3.1.4 The beam stopper

Particles produced in the very forward direction will pass through the centre of the magnetic
focussing system where they are not affected by any magnetic field. Wrong sign particles of
sufficient energy, therefore may yield a signal in the bubble chamber. Since the majority of the
forward particles is positive, this affects mainly the anti-neutrino beam.
This is one of the reasons why the wrong helicity background is larger in the anti-neutrino than in
the neutrino beam. The other reason is that the total cross-section for neutrino interactions is larger
than that for anti-neutrino interactions.

In order to reduce this source of background, the hole in the neck of the horn is shielded by the
so called beam stopper. This stopper is a 118 cm long beryllium rod (corresponding to three proton
interaction lengths) with a diameter of 8 mm, placed halfway the target and the horn, at a distance
of 315 cm behind the target.
The stopper absorbs all secondary particles emerging from the target at angles below 7.5 mrad and
the remaining protons which would also contribute to the creation of wrong sign particles.

This beam stopper has only been applied in the anti-neutrino beam, where the background
problem is particularly severe. It has not been applied in the neutrino beam where the background is
lower. There the advantage was taken of the hard spectrum of the very forward directed particles.
The omission of the beam stopper then yields a harder neutrino spectrum.

3.1.5 The magnetic focussing system

The focussing of parent particles can be achieved with a system of coaxial magnetic lenses, y
originally conceived by van der Meer. The first element is usually called a 'horn' and further ones .|
'reflectors'. The aim of this device is to focus the right sign and to defocus the wrong sign X
particles, essentially independent of their momentum (achromatic lens). [

The horn consists of two conductors that are rotationally symmetric around the beam axis. This '
horn is placed as close as possible to the target so that wrong sign parent particles can be bent away
rapidly. A strong pulsed current (~ 100 kA) along the inner conductor and returning along the outer
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one produces the magnetic field needed for the desired (de)focussing.

Two reflectors are installed downstream the horn, operating at a pulsed current of - 120 kA and
according to the same principle as the horn. Positioned at 85 m downstream from the target and
40 m in front of the decay tunnel they reflect the particles which are too far off-axis, back into the
decay tunnel.

3.1.6 The decay region

After having passed the magnetic focussing system, the parent particles are ready to produce
(anti)neutrinos by the following weak decay modes, where the percentages denote the branching
ratios of the individual decays

7t->|A + v^, x = 2.60 • 10~8 s, 100%;

K -» ^ + v^ , x = 1.24- 10~8 s, 63.5% ;

K -> 71° + e + vc , 5% ;

H -»e + ve +vVL, X = 2 . 2 - 1 0 " 6 J , 100%;

There is also the decay mode

K° -> n+e + ve , x = 5.18- 10"%, 39%; (3.2)

but the neutral parent K° is not focussed by the beam elements.

The region where the parent particles are allowed to decay has a total length of 410 m. The first
120 m are part of the neutrino cave, the area where the target, horn and reflectors are installed, 35 m
underground. The last 290 m consist of the so called decay tunnel. This decay tunnel has a radius
of 100-60 cm and is evacuated to a pressure of - 1 Torr to reduce the interactions of the parent
particles. A thin window of 2 mm titanium is mounted at the entrance of the tunnel and at the end a
window of steel is placed in order to preserve the vacuum in the tunnel.
Pions and kaons with a momentum of 200 GeVlc have a probability to decay inside the tunnel of
approximately 2.60% and 17.7% respectively. Particles with lower momentum have a larger decay
probability.
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3.1.7 The shielding

Since muons are not absorbed due to strong interaction, they have to be ranged out by ionization
loss. This is achieved by means of the so called muon shielding.
Four metres after the end of the decay tunnel an iron shielding is placed of 186 m length and a
radius of 1.25 m followed by an iron 'p iug' o f 39.2m by 4x 4.5 m. The end of the shielding is
formed by a 150 m long wall of earth, rock and concrete.

Even with this immense shielding the background of muons in the detectors would be still
rather high. This is due to the fact that muons may reach the detectors which, due to multiple
scattering, followed a path partly through the earth outside the iron shielding. In order to get rid of
this background, a toroidal magnet with a length of 10 m, a diameter of 6 m and a central hole of
1 m has been installed at 102 m from the beginning of the shielding. The purpose of this magnet is
to bend muons which are outside the original shielding either further outwards or back into the iron
plug. The maximum field of 12 T provides enough bending power to deflect muons which at this
point of the shielding have a momentum of - 230 GeVIc with deflection angles up to 5 mrad.
The facility turned out to work in a satisfactory way for primary proton energies up to 400 GeV. At
the maximum SPS energy of 450 GeV, the muon background was unacceptable and therefore the
present experiment has been performed at a primary proton energy of 400 GeV.

3.1.8 Flux monitoring

(Anti)neutrino flux monitoring in the wide band beam cannot be achieved by the measurement of
the parent particle flux, due to the wide spread in space and momentum of these particles. Therefore
this (anti)neutrino flux is monitored by the measurement of the secondary muon flux.
For this purpose silicon nuclear detectors have been installed at various depths in the iron shielding
[33]. These solid state detectors are charge integrating and have a linear response within a large
range (102-106 muons/cm2). The detectors are calibrated by a set of similar detectors, which in turn
have been calibrated by counting muon tracks in nuclear emulsions.

The absolute muon flux is measured with this system as a function of radius and penetration
depth in the shielding. These distributions permit, in principle, the reconstruction of the parent
particle spectra from which the neutrino flux can be calculated. However, the following difficulties
remain :

• The method does not measure the charge of the muons. The flux of the positive and negative
muons are summed together, so there is no way to determine the rate of the wrong helicity
(anti)neutrino background.
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• While the (anti)neutrinos take different portions of the energy of their parents, the spectra of the
forward going muons are similar for both pion and kaon decays; the maximum energy in both
cases is approximately the energy of the parent.
Because of the large K/K ratio, with this method mainly the muons of pion decay are measured.
The wider angular distribution of the muons from kaon decays with respect to the distribution
of the muons from pion decays is difficult to utilize for kaon-pion separation due to the large
lateral spread of the parent beam.
As a consequence, no separate calibration is possible for (anti)neutrinos from pion or kaon
source.

In order to determine the (anti)neutrino flux as a function of energy, the following method is used :

• The production of pions and kaons on a beryllium target has been measured [35].

• By Monte Carlo simulation [36] these parent particles are followed through the focussing
system and the decay region. Allowing for all possible decay configurations the fluxes of the
muons and the (anti)neutrinos are calculated.

• The measured muon flux in the shielding can then be used to fix the absolute scale.

At the end a consistency check can be made by comparing the observed radial distributions of the
muons at various depths in the muon shielding with the Monte Carlo predictions.

3.2 The detector

The detector system used in our experiment consists of the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC)
[37], the Internal Picket Fence (EPF) [38] and the External Muon Identifier (EMI) [39]. All these
detector elements have been extensively described elsewhere, so here only a summary of the
properties will be presented.

3.2.1 The bubble chamber

3.2.1.1 The pressure vessel

The body is essentially a cylinder made of stainless steel with a diameter of 3.7 m, a height of Am
and an internal volume of approximately 32 m3. For the purpose of the experiment described in this
thesis, the vessel was filled up with 4.41 of liquid deuterium at a temperature of 31.3 AT.
The piston is located at the bottom of the chamber and has a diameter of 1.81 m. The stroke of the
piston that makes the liquid super-heated, amounts to 90-93 mm, corresponding to a volume change
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of 0.65-0.68%. A floating disc covers the piston to hide the turbulence due to excessive boiling
around the piston.

After the pressure decrease, bubbles mark the tracks along which charged particles have
travelled through the liquid during the beam spill. The situation is recorded on photographic 70 mm
film by means of 4 cameras at the top of the chamber. During our experiment also a fifth (high
resolution) camera was in operation; its photographs were only used to identify decaying charmed
particles.

All cameras were SUT '''sd by fish-eye optics, and the optical axis of each of the systems was
13° inclined with respect to the vertical chamber axis. Due to this setup, each camera could see a
volume of - 22 m3. With the choice of a fiducial volume of 18.14 m , as explained hereafter, all
tracks of the selected events were optically sharp, and could be spatially reconstructed.
Ring flashes around the objectives provided the illumination in which a flash delay of 6-10 ms was
employed, enabling the bubbles to grow to a size of - 0.6 mm (the minimum size for photographic
detection is - 0.5 mm). The flashlight was reflected by the chamber wall which has been covered
with retrodirective material for this purpose. As a consequence, when the images of the negatives
are projected on the scanning table, the bubbles appear as light spots on a dark background. On the
basis of these pictures, it is possible to reconstruct a point in three dimensions with an error of
about 0.3 mm.

In order to avoid thermal contact with the outside world, the chamber was surrounded by a vacuum
tank.
A layout of the cryogenic bubble chamber is given in figure 3.3.

3.2.1.2 The magnetic field

In order to measure the momentum of the observed particles in BEBC a fairly homogeneous
magnetic field of 3.5 T has been established inside the chamber. This field is generated by two
superconducting coils surrounding BEBC at a current of 5700 A, and is directed along the vertical
chamber axis. The polarity of the magnetic field is chosen such that in CC events the leading muon
is always bent to the left, looking along the beam direction. This is done in order to obtain the
highest efficiency for the asymmetric EMI detector (see later).
Chamber and coils are surrounded by a thick iron shield with a total weight of 20001. This shield
reduces the stray field and enforces the magnetic field by returning the field lines.

3.2.1.3 The liquid

The chamber is filled with liquid deuterium, which has a hadron absorption length of 4.03 m and a
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Figure 3.3: Side view of the Big European Bubble Chamber

radiation length of 9 m. The bubble chamber is 3.7 m in diameter, so many neutral particles will
escape detection since they can only be detected by secondary interactions. This fact introduces a
source of systematical uncertainty for the incident (anti)neutrino energy determination.

3.2.1.4 The BEBC coordinate system

The BEBC coordinate system is attached to the bubble chamber and its origin coincides with the
centre of the chamber. The z-axis is directed along the vertical chamber axis and is pointing
upward. The direction of the x-axis is chosen symmetrically with respect to the camera positions,
with the positive direction pointing away from the target. The whole coordinate system has a right
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handed orientation, which defines the y-axis.

The (anti)neutrino beam is produced 35 m underground, 822 m in front of BEBC, so the beam

enters the coordinate system under a dip angle (= angle with respect to the x-y plane) of 42.5 mrad.

The azimuth angle of the beam axis amounts to 41.5 mrad.

Fiducial marks have been printed on the chamber walls and the discs and thus establish an absolute

reference frame for every picture taken.

3.2.1.5 The fiducial volume

The (anti)neutrino events are only analyzed in case their interaction vertices lie in the fiducial

volume. This volume is defined in such a way that any downstream track emerging from an event

and leaving the chamber, can be measured over at least 50 cm. In this way the error on the

momentum of charged particles leaving the chamber is kept within bounds. Another requirement is

that any part of the fiducial volume is seen by at least two cameras.

In terms of the BEBC coordinate system (all dimensions in cm) the fiducial volume may be

described as follows :

(3.3)

3.2.2 The internal picket fence

The Internal Picket Fence (IPF) detector is a system of proportional tube chambers surrounding the
pressure vessel of BEBC. It was developed and integrated with the External Muon Identifier (EMI)
system (see later), as an additional layer of detectors, inside the BEBC shielding. The activity in the
IPF during the beam spill is recorded using the conventional EMI hardware and online software,
and occupies about Vso of the EMI total channel capacity.

The basic structure is that of an array of vertical tubes mounted cylindrically around the
pressure vessel of BEBC, with two gaps (extending from 90°-108° and 252°-270°) for essential
services, giving 90% coverage in azimuth. So, the detector is separated from the BEBC liquid only
by the pressure vessel (5 cm of stainless steel) and some insulation. Part of the IPF is shown in
detail in figure 3.4 whereas in figure 3.6 the IPF layout is shown together with the EMI chambers.

The IPF hits, when correlated with the measured event tracks, can provide timing information
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Figure 3.4: Detail drawing of the IPF and the BEBC wall

to a certain event. A specific event therefore can be related to a particular time interval of 250 ns,
the so called time slot, and so a space-time point is assigned to it. A trigger signal is derived from
the IPF each time any of the proportional tubes records a hit. After a trigger occurs, a complete
read-out of the IPF system is performed, and all hits are recorded that occurred within the particular
time slot. The start of the time slot is marked by the trigger.
In the discussion of the data analysis (see later) we will see that we can profit from this EPF
information in various ways.
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3.2.3 The external muon identifier

The External Muon Identifier is a proportional wire chamber detector system outside BEBC; its
purpose is to facilitate the identification of charged current (CC) events, i.e. events with a muon in
the final state. The EMI consists of a set of 61 multiwire proportional chambers, each with a
sensitive area of 3 m x l m. The various chambers are divided over three planes : 6 chambers in the
veto plane, 8 in the inner plane and 47 in the outer plane.
The inner plane is positioned ~ 4 m from the centre of BEBC and covers an area between -67° and
+34° horizontally and -18° to +18° vertically (9.4% of the 4JC solid angle). At a distance of - 7.5 m
from the centre of BEBC the outer plane has been installed. This outer plane covers a total area of
- 144m2 between -82° and +70° horizontally and -20° to +20° vertically (14.7% of the 4TC solid
angle). The chambers are arranged vertically in an upper and lower row (see figure 3.5), except for
th centre where five chambers are placed with their long side in horizontal position.

Figure 35: Side view of the EMI chamber arrangement

The arrangement of the chambers is asymmetrical, in order to increase the geometrical acceptance
of the muon. The chosen polarity of the magnetic field is such that the muon with the charge
compatible with the used beam type is bent to the left hemisphere where the chambers cover a
larger angle.
The six chambers of the veto plane are positioned upstream of BEBC and are mainly used to
identify background muons coming from the beam or from interactions in front of BEBC.
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Muons may be identified by means of their penetration through matter. Hadrons leaving the
bubble chamber are absorbed by the material of the electromagnet or in the additional 0.5 m
(2.7 absorption lengths) of lead in front of the inner plane and an iron shield of variable thickness
(3-10 absorption lengths) between the inner and outer plane (see figure 3.6), while muons with a
momentum greater than 3 GeVIc have an appreciable probability of reaching the detector close to
the point extrapolated from their trajectory inside BEBC.
The spatial resolution depends on the position in the EMI and amounts to - 4 mm in the chambers
in the most forward direction and - 16 mm in the other chambers.
The total layout of BEBC with the IPF and EMI systems is shown in figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Schematic layout of BEBC with the IPF and EMI
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Like in the EPF case, the EMI activity during the beam spill triggers a timing system, giving rise to
250 ns time slots which are recorded on magnetic tape together with the IPF information. Using the
recorded information, the muons may be identified afterwards by off-line analysis programs.
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4. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The information obtained with the experimental setup described in the previous chapter consists of
four data streams which finally have to lead to scientific results.
In this chapter the various data streams will be discussed and also the methods will be explained
which have been used to extract the quantities needed to perform the analysis described in
chapter 2.

4.1 The raw data streams

During data taking the following streams of information have been recorded

• The BEBC photographs.
These photographs form the essential part of the information to be used for further analysis.
Every beam spill a picture was taken with each of the four cameras. Each roll of film contains
6000 frames of 70 mm film; one roll covers approximately 16 hours of exposure. For the
analysis described in this thesis, 22 rolls of anti-neutrino film and 14 rolls of neutrino film were
available.

• The EMI magnetic tapes.
These tapes contain the information obtained from the IPF and EMI detector systems (see
previous chapter). Every beam spill all the hit information contained in the time slots was
recorded on tape. During the data taking period corresponding to one film roll, several EMI
tapes may be written, depending on the number of time slot triggers.

• The NFM (Neutrino Flux Monitoring) magnetic tapes.
The information recorded on these tapes consists of the data available from the various beam
elements namely :

— number of protons on the target

— target multiplicity

— the horn and reflector currents

— muon flux in the shielding gaps

Using the data recorded on these tapes the absolute (anti)neutrino flux for the various beams
may be computed.

• The nuclear emulsion plates.
These emulsion plates were used for beam calibration purposes. Unlike the above information
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which was recorded every beam spill, the nuclear emulsions were only put in the beam once
during a whole run. The plates were placed in front of the solid state detectors of the NFM
system [33] and exposed to the beam during several spills. By comparing the counted number
of tracks in the developed emulsion with the read-out of the solid state detector, an absolute
calibration of the NFM system was obtained.

After having recorded all the information available from the various sources during data taking, the
off-line data reduction machinery gets into operation, resulting in the so called Data Summary Tape
(DST). This DST is a magnetic tape containing the compact information which will be used in the
final analysis.

To produce the DST, only the information of the BEBC photographs and the EMI tapes is
needed. The determination of the absolute (anti)neutrino flux can be performed directly by using
only the NFM tapes. Since for the present analysis the absolute (anti)neutrino flux is not needed,
only the data from the DST are used.
In the following sections an overview of the off-line data reduction procedure will be given.

4.2 The off-line data reduction procedure

4.2.1 Film scan and measurement

After having been developed, the BEBC photographs were distributed among the various labs
forming the WA25 (Amsterdam-Bergen-Bologna-Padova-Pisa-Saclay-Torino) collaboration. After
a first selection by means of a status word at the EMI tape (denoting whether the EMI data was
correct or not), two independent scans have been performed on the selected pictures. One-prongs
without a V or y were singled out from the scanning procedure since they are nearly undetectable
during normal scanning. A special search dedicated to these one-prongs [40] was performed on part
of the film, to obtain an estimate of this contribution.

In order to exclude the time consuming measurement of events that would not satisfy the
kinematical criteria, as explained hereafter, also one-, two-, and three-prongs without a V° or y were
rejected at the level of scanning in case the event did not contain a track representing a particle with
a momentum of at least 4 GeV/c, The momentum of a particle was estimated by eye with the aid of
a jig, having a curvature corresponding to a particle momentum of 4 GeVIc at the bottom of the
fiducial volume.
After having been selected by the scanning criteria, an event was measured on a film plane
digitizing table and the measurements were stored on disk or magnetic tape.
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4.2.2 Three dimensional event reconstruction

After an event was measured, the tracks were spatially reconstructed by the GEOMETRY program
[41 ] which was developed at CERN. This program also performs a set of mass-dependent fits to the
tracks in order to generate estimates for the momenta and energies. At this point a KINEMATICS
analysis (see later) was added to the GEOMETRY procedure by which V° and y fits were applied to
two-prong events that seemed to be related with a primary vertex.
After the geometrical reconstruction and V° and y fitting had been performed, events were discarded
if the primary vertex was located outside the fiducial volume.

Of the events which have survived all the criteria up to this stage, all the tracks were checked
whether they had to be remeasured or not. This was done on basis of the residues of the mass-fits.
Tracks with a mass-fit residue above 20 u were immediately presented for remeasurement at the
measuring table.

4.2.3 Track extrapolation towards the IPF and EMI

Once an event had been geometrically reconstructed, all tracks leaving the bubble chamber were
extrapolated towards the IPF by using the THIRA program [42], thus yielding predicted hit
positions. These predicted hit positions were then compared with the observed hit positions as
recorded on the EMI tape, and on basis of the confidence level of association (see appendix C) it
was decided whether the hit was associated to the particular track or not.

For leaving tracks with a momentum above 1.5 GeV/c an extrapolation to the inner- and outer
planes of the EMI was made using the same program and criteria for hit association. Tracks with a
momentum below 1.5 GeV/c are bent away by the magnetic field before reaching the inner EMI
plane.

4.2.4 First stage event classification

Once tracks have been associated with IPF and/or EMI hits, timing information may be added to v
the event. The IPF-EMI information was used to put the event into one of the following event |
classes. A description of the applied method can be found in reference [43]. H"

• DK (Don't Know).
This class contains events of which the time slot could not be uniquely determined, or events
without any time slot information at all.
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• HA (Hadron Associated).
These are events which are correlated with upstream hits in the IPF within the time slot of the
event.

• NC (Neutral Current).
This class contains events which have no muon in the final state and cannot be related with a
hadronic interaction in the same time slot. This class therefore should contain the neutral
current sample.

• CC (Charged Current).
These are events for which at least one muon was identified in the final state.

• DM (Di-Muon).
These events are similar to the CC events, however two or more muons were identified in the
final state.

• AS (Associated).
This class contains events which have been associated to another visible interaction upstream
the vertex by kinematical fitting (V° or y) or by time slot selection.
In fact this class may be considered as a sub-set of the HA class.

After events had been classified according to the rules mentioned above, the classification was
checked by a physicist on the scanning table. In case the event had been classified as DK, it was
tried to measure some extra leaving tracks in order to provide the classification program with more
information, which might lead to a better time slot identification in a second run.
After having processed the DK events for a second time by the classification program, all event
classifications were again checked by a physicist and in case the physicist disagreed with the
classification as given by the program, he was able to indicate his own decision in a special word in
the data bank of the event.

4.2.5 Kinematical event reconstruction

At this stage, all measurement activities for the events have been completed and the results of the
reconstruction, extrapolation and classification programs were fed into the KINEMATICS program
[44] which tries to apply 4-momentum conservation rules in order to identify the correct mass
hypothesis for each track. For events without missing neutral particles, the KINEMATICS
procedure might result in a 3C fit.

Two-prong events were subjected to a V°, y fit in order to identify possible neutral particles like
A0, K° and y. After the KINEMATICS procedure the physicist checked all events. Particles were,
if possible, identified by means of bubble density or end point characteristics at this stage. If neither
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the extrapolation of the track to the IPF/EMI nor the physicist's decision had fixed the identity of
the particle, it was assumed to be a pion.

4.2.6 Second stage event classification

Using the results of the first stage event classification procedure, a more sophisticated classification
program [45] has been developed (see appendix C) which uses the same event classes, but has an
improved time slot determination and HA event identification. In order to profit from these
improvements, all events have been re-processed by the new classification program and the old
event class has been replaced by the new one, if necessary. The classification given by the
physicist (if any) is not affected by the latter procedure.

4.2.7 DST production

Finally all the data were processed by a program which wrote all the relevant information in a
compact format to the DST. This tape is the basis for the physics analysis which has led and will
lead to publications about this experiment.

4.3 DST analysis

Having obtained all the relevant information on DST, the experimental data may now be analyzed
in various ways to yield physics results.
In the physics analysis, weight factors have to be used due to the applied cuts and losses arising
from various inefficiencies. Correction factors have been applied for:

• scanning losses.

• passing rates.

• EMI geometric efficiency.

• EMI electronic efficiency.

• spectator identification.

• rescattering effects.

• wrong helicity and electron (anti)neutrino backgrounds and kinematical cuts.

In the following sections these corrections will be discussed in detail.
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4.3.1 Scanning losses

The BEBC photographs have been scanned and measured in the various laboratories according to
well defined criteria, as has been described before. The scanning has been performed by two
independent scans and the scanning efficiency (es) has been calculated from

(», +nz-nn)-nn
ts = (4.1)

« r « 2

where
n, = number of events found in scan 1
n2 = number of events found in scan 2
n ]2 = number of events found in scan 1 and scan 2

For each lab the scanning efficiency is calculated individually for each multiplicity and for the
neutrino and anti-neutrino beams separately.

Already at the scanning stage, two- and three-prongs without a particle with a momentum of at
least AGeVlc have been rejected. This was done because of the large hadronic background
expected in this sample. Also the scanning efficiency is low for muonless events with few outgoing
particles.
At this stage an energy cut has been applied to all events for the present analysis. In order not to
make this cut work out differently for neutral- and charged current events, the cut has been applied
to the visible hadronic energy (Evis had > 5 GeV). V° and •y's related with a primary vertex were
included in the hadronic energy. The distributions of the visible hadronic energy for the charged
current samples are shown in figure 4.1.
The reduction of the samples due to this energy cut amounts to 22.7% and 36.5% for the v and v
data respectively.

The scanning efficiencies that take this energy cut into account have been put in separate tables
[46] for the neutrino and anti-neutrino beam data as a function of the laboratory and multipicity.
According to these tables, the correction for the lost events is performed on an event by event basis
by weighting each event by the inverse of the corresponding efficiency.
The overall scanning efficiency was found to be 97.7% and 98.2% for the neutrino and anti-
neutrino beam data respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Visible hadronic energy distributions for the (anti)neutrino charged current samples

4.3.2 Passing rates

The passing rate or processing efficiency is the ratio between the number of events that are put on
DST and the number of events that should have been put <
of the app'^ed measurement and computation procedures.
DST and the number of events that should have been put on DST, thus reflecting the efficiency (e. )

Similar to the scanning efficiencies, the passing rates are calculated individually for each
multiplicity and for the neutrino and anti-neutrino beams separately for each lab, and put into tables
[46]. According to these tables an event by event correction is performed in the same way as for
the scanning efficiency (e,); the overall passing rates were found to be 91% and 94% for the
neutrino and anti-neutrino beam data respectively.
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4.3.3 EMI geometric efficiency

Charged current events are recognized by detection of the produced muon in the final state [45].
However, due to the limited dimensions of the EMI system, a muon generated inside the fiducial
volume of the chamber may pass outside the boundaries of one or both planes of the EMI and
consequently may not be recognized as a muon.

The effect depends on the spatial coordinates of the vertex in the chamber, the momentum of
the muon and its direction. An estimate of this so called geometric efficiency of the EMI has been
obtained in the following way. For the spatial distribution of vertices the events of the DST have
been used. For each vertex position momenta (p) and angles (8) with respect to the beam direction
were chosen. For the two parameters muon tracks were generated and randomly rotated around the
beam direction. The total momentum interval was taken to be 1.5 £p& 290GeV/c and the dip
angle interval was OS 9 < 500 mrad.
The generated tracks were then extrapolated to the EMI system using the THTRA program [42], and
the obtained acceptances were put into a table [47] as a function of p and 0 for positive and
negative charged muon tracks separately. On basis of these tables individual charged current events
are weighted by the inverse acceptance to correct for the geometrical effect. This geometrical
correction is also applied (in a negative sense) to the NC sample, yielding a reduction of events.

From the acceptance tables it is seen that the geometric efficiency of the EMI drops rapidly for
muons with a momentum below 4 GeVIc. To avoid large and unreliable corrections, muon tracks
with a momentum below 4 GeVIc have been considered as hadron tracks in the present analysis.
Consequently, these charged current events entered the NC sample. In the physics analysis a
correction has to be applied as will be discussed later.
The overall correction for the EMI geometric inefficiency was found to be 3% and 2% for the
remaining neutrino and anti-neutrino charged current events respectively.

4.3.4 EMI electronic efficiency

When a muon traverses a plane of the EMI, it may happen that the particular plane is not triggered
due to the so called electronic inefficiency of that plane, and consequently the event classification
procedure [45] may fail to recognize the event as a charged current event.

To obtain an estimate of the electronic efficiency of the inner EMI plane, recognized muon
tracks with IPF and outer EMI hit associations were selected and the predicted and associated hits
in the inner EMI plane for these tracks were examined. The results are shown in figure 4.2. The
data for p^ < 10 GeV/c have not been taken into account, because for these low momenta the
uncertainties of the predicted hit positions become so large that spurious hit association effects are
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not negligible anymore.
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Figure 4.2: Electronic efficiencies of the inner EMI plane for the (anti)neutrino beam data

Assuming the electronic efficiency of the outer EMI plane to be the same as the one for the inner
EMI plane, the mean values for the EMI electronic efficiency are found to be (97.2 ± 0.4)% and
(97.0 ± 0.4)% for the neutrino and anti-neutrino beam data respectively.
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The corrections due to this electronic effect are constant within a period of data taking of one
neutrino helicity and are applied by means of a weight factor for individual charged current events.
Similar to the geometrical correction, this electronic correction has a decreasing effect on the NC
sample.

4.3.5 Spectator identification

As indicated in chapter 2, determination of the various coupling constants requires a good
separation of (anti)neutrino-deuterium interactions into neutron and proton events.
By counting the total charge of the visible tracks and applying the charge conservation principle, a
crude separation can be made. However, due to Fermi motion the second nucleon of the deuteron,
the so called spectator nucleon, may have a momentum of a few hundred MeV/c [48] and give a
visible track in case it is a proton. Hence, spectator protons may lead to a neutron contamination in
the proton event sample. To obtain a good separation of neutron and proton events it is necessary to
identify these spectator protons.

The nucleon Fermi motion is assumed to be isotropically distributed in the rest frame of the
deuteron target. The spectator momentum spectrum can be roughly described by the Hulthe'n
distribution [49]. Because of the long tail of this distribution in the high momentum region,
extending to several hundreds MeV/c, there is an overlap with the momentum region in which slow
protons emerging from the primary interaction may be found. Hence, the number of spectator
events cannot be determined by the identification of a slow proton in the final state.
However, on basis of kinematics, in an (anti)neutrino interaction only particles with a mass lower
than that of the target particle can be produced in the backward direction with respect to the
incoming beam. So, each proton track emerging from the event in the backward direction may be
regarded as a spectator proton.

Because of the mentioned spatial symmetry, the total number of spectators may be estimated
from the backward ones alone. For each backward spectator a forward spectator event is
constructed. Due to the (anti)neutrino flux variation with the target momentum and direction in the
lab frame and because of the linear dependence of the total cross-section on the energy of the
interaction, the production of forward spectators is enhanced with respect-to the backward ones.
To include these effects, the constructed forward spectator event obtains a weight (<o) with respect
to the original backward spectator event:

r I 2

1 - |3cos9 /AnK

<°= —ir^:\ (4-2)
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where p = v/c and 8 is the angle of the backward spectator momentum with respect to the beam
direction.

The spectator correction on the proton and neutron event samples is applied to individual odd
prong events. It has an effect on the visible hadronic energy of the event, because the spectator
proton does not belong to the primary (anti)neutrino interaction.
In order to avoid uncertainties due to the poor detection probability of very short tracks, only
backward spectators with a momentum above 150 MeV/c are considered. Proton tracks with a
momentum below 150 MeV/c are discarded and the event is regarded as an even prong.

4.3.6 Rescattering effects

A second effect which leads to a neutron contamination in the proton event sample is the
phenomenon of rescattering.
Rescattering occurs when both nucleons of the deuteron are involved in the interaction with an
incident particle. The following processes are supposed to contribute to rescattering :

a. A primary interaction of one of the nucleons with the incident particle, followed by an
interaction of a secondary particle with the other nucleon.

b. Subsequent interactions of the incident particle with both nucleons.

c. Coherent interaction of the incident particle with two nucleons.

In case of an (anti)neutrino as an incident particle the contribution b. may be neglected, whereas c.
is small for deuterium interactions.

Since in a rescattering event the positive deuteron acts as a target for the neutral incident
particle, the number of outgoing charged particles must always be odd, irrespective of the primary
nucleon charge. This leads to a miss-classification of neutron- as proton events, whereas the proton
event sample is not affected.
The rescattering fraction (f), denoting the relative number of rescattering events, is defined as :

number of rescattering events
/ s (4.3)

total number of events

The ratio is assumed to be the same for proton and neutron events, and therefore

number of identified neutron events
(1 - / ) = —- (4.4)

number of real neutron events
The rescattering fraction for (anti)neutrino-deuteron interactions has been estimated from the
measured n-D2 rescattering fraction [50] by only taking into account the source a. as described at
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the beginning of this section. Moreover, an estimate of/ has been made by a kinematical analysis
of the (anti)neutrino data themselves [51]. In this analysis use is made of kinematical variables
which have different distributions for rescattering and non-rescattering events. The results are :

/ = 0.118 ± 0.003 ± 0.010 (v data)

/ =0.104 ± 0.007 ±0.010 (vdata) (4.5)

/ = 0.112 ± 0.003 ± 0.010 (combined analysis)

in which the first error is the statistical and the second the systematical error.

4.3.7 Wrong helicity and electron (anti)neutrino backgrounds and kinematical cuts

Since in the NC sample no distinction can be made between neutrino- and anti-neutrino events,
corrections must be made for the wrong helicity background. Moreover, a correction must be made
for the presence of v \ events in the NC sample. In case one is only dealing with a charged current
sample, the wrong helicity events are recognized by the sign of the produced muon and furthermore
there is no contamination of v c induced events due to the absence of a muon in these interactions.
It is obvious that for an NC sample the situation is less clear. However, by a study of charged
current events [52] (see also appendix D) the wrong helicity contamination may be determined. To
determine the electron (anti)neutrino backgrounds and the kinematical correction factors, computer
simulations have to be used.

The simulation which has been used consisted of two parts namely, a beam calculation part [36]
which provided the energy spectra of the various (anti)neufrino fluxes, and an event generation part
[53] which was used to simulate the (anti)neutrino-deuterium interaction processes.

The simulation program NUBEAM was used to create the correct helicity muonic
(anti)neutrino beams together with their wrong heliciry backgrounds for the conditions of the
present experiment. The fluxes of the correct helicity beams were found to agree with the
experimental results [23], whereas for the wrong helicity backgrounds a renormalization [52] had to
be applied.
Using the same conditions, also the electron (anti)neutrino background calculation was performed.
The results of the beam calculation are shown in figure 4.3 where the various cross-sections [54]
have been used to yield event rates.
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Figure 4.3: Computer simulation results for the (anti)neutrino beam
composition. The histograms denote the experimentally observed
spectra, whereas the curves denote the simulation results for the
correct helicity data (solid line), the wrong helicity background
(dashed line) and the electron (anti)neutrino background (dash-dot
line).

Having obtained the various (anti)neutririo fluxes, events within the fiducial volume of BEBC
were generated using the LUND (version 4.3) monte carlo program. Taking the world averages
[54] of the various NC/CC ratios as input parameters, generated samples of proton- and neutron
events were obtained.
The results of this simulation run for neutrinos with the correct helicity are given in table 4.1.
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nature

NC

CC

vp

13008

26278

Vrt

12633

51565

Vp

16792

62425

Vn

15988

32497

Table 4.1: Monte Carlo generated events without cuts

If the wrong helicity wide band beam background (WBB) and the v , events are included and also
the kinematical cuts (Evis had > 5 GeV and p j , > 4 GeV/c) are applied, a representation of the event
sample for the present analysis is obtained of which the results are shown in table 4.2. For the
various effects due to the muon momentum cut, the sign is indicated explicitly to illustrate the shift
of CC events to the corresponding NC category. It should also be noted that theVe events, whether
CC or NC, all enter the corresponding NC event samples.

type

NCvp

CCvp

NCm

ccvn

NCvp

CCvp

NCvn

CCvn

real

10486

21183

9773

39893

10573

39305

9576

19464

real/^ < AGeVIc

+3552

-3372

+7023

-6500

+3624

-3393

+2783

-2583

WBB

289

1073

260

529

3444

6957

3223

13154

WBB/^ < AGeVIc

+113

-106

+77

-72

+1026

-974

+1953

-1808

856

-

1378

-

2558

-

3242

-

exp.

15296

18778

18511

33850

21225

41895

20777

28227

Table 4.2: Monte Carlo generated representation of the experimentally observed event samples

It is seen that the effect of the muon momentum cut is quite large. The relative number of charged
current events with a muon momentum between 2 and AGeVIc as predicted by the simulation
program amounts to (16.1 ± 0.7)% and (12.3 ± 1.1)% for the neutrino- and anti-neutrino data
respectively. Using the EMI acceptance tables [47], a prediction of the number of these low
momentum muons which are recognized by means of the EMI system [45] may be obtained. For
this purpose the vertex positions from the DST have been used. From the low momentum muon CC
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event sample it was found [55] that 39% and 41% of the muons were recognized by means of the
EMI system for the neutrino- and anti-neutrino data respectively.
This has been experimentally confirmed, where (6.2 ± 0.3)% and (5.0 ± 0.4)% of the total number
of CC events were identified with a muon momentum between 2 and 4 GeVlc for the neutrino- and
anti-neutrino data respectively.

With the help of these Monte Carlo data, the experimental data can be corrected for the effects
of the kinematical cuts and the various beam backgrounds.

•X:
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter the experimental results will be presented obtained from the analysis which was
described in chapter 2. The experimental setup and data extraction methods used have already been
discussed in chapters 3 and 4 respectively.
For the present analysis all WA25 data obtained with the Internal Picket Fence have been used,
corresponding to 84,000 and 132,000 pictures for the neutrino and anti-neutrino beams
respectively. The data were taken during the 1981 and 1983 wide band beam exposures and the
total number of protons on target amounts roughly to 2 • 1018.

5.1 Event classification and elimination of unclassified events

As explained before, all the events on DST have been classified according to the procedure which is
discussed in detail in appendix C. These classification results are shown in table 5.1.

vbeam

type

DK

HA

NC

cc
DM

AS

event count

2670

3281

4124

11232

203

583

%
12.1

14.9

18.6

50.9

0.9

2.6

vbeam

event count

1332

1284

2028

6848

92

214

%

11.3

10.9

17.2

58.0

0.8

1.8

Table 5.1: Event classifications found on DST

From this table it is seen that the category of unclassified events (DK) contains about 12.1%
(11.3%) of the v (v) beam data. Further investigation of this sample shows that 5.6% (6.2%) is due
to events that do not have any timing information at all, whereas 6.5% (5.1%) is due to ambiguous
time slot determination.

To perform the analysis described in chapter 2, these DK events have to be classified in order
not to introduce a bias on the various NC/CC ratios. The DK category may be eliminated by the
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aid of applied cuts on visible hadronic energy (EYis had >SGeV) and muon momentum
[p > 4GeV/c) the values of which have been discussed before. After having applied these cuts,
the DK sample only consists of events belonging to the neutral current or hadron induced
categories. The results are shown in table 5.2

v beam

type

DK

HA

NC

CC

DM

AS

event count

1685

2936

4343

7325

121

510

%

10.0

17.3

25.7

43.3

0.7

3.0

vbeam

event count

822

1132

2101

3436

51

188

%

10.6

14.6

27.1

44.5

0.7

2.5

Table 5.2: Event classifications after having applied the cuts on visible hadronic energy and muon
momentum (5 GeV and 4 GeV/c respectively)

The DK events may be randomly distributed - on an event by event basis - among the NC and HA
samples according to the HA/NC ratio as observed from the data of table 5.2. It is this sample
which will be used for further analysis; the various event classifications are shown in table 5.3.

vbeam

type

HA

NC

CC

DM

AS

event count

3562

5397

7325

121

510

%

21.1

31.9

43.3

0.7

3.0

vbeam

event count

1406 j

2645

3436

51

188

%

18.1

34.2

44.5

0.7

2.5

Table 5.3: Event classifications after the elimination of the DK sample
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The distribution of DK events among the NC and HA samples could also be performed by
taking into account the contributions of CC and NC events to the HA category. However, since this
correction affects the numerator and the denominator of the calculated quantities in a similar way,
the influence on the final results is marginal.

5.2 First level corrections and spectator identification

To the event samples shown in table 5.3 the corrections accounting for scanning losses, passing
rates and EMI efficiencies - the so called first level corrections - may be applied, and also spectator
identification may be performed, as discussed before. In this way a first, crude separation of proton
and neutron events is obtained. The results are shown in table 5.4.

v beam

type

odd prongs

even prongs

backward spectators

forward spectators

proton data

neutron data

CC

4092

4181

261

401

3430

4843

NC

2810

2435

136

219

2455

2790

v beam

CC

2602

1325

73

115

2414

1514

NC

1557

1047

81

121

1355

1249

Table 5.4: Proton and neutron event separation after first level corrections

5.3 Rescattering correction and separation of proton and neutron events

The correct separation of proton and neutron events can only be obtained if a correction is applied
accounting for the rescattering effect which resulted in a neutron event contamination in the proton
event sample, as was explained in the previous chapter.
Using the experimentally observed rescattering fraction, the numbers of proton and neutron events
are found to be
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v beam

type

proton data

neutron data

CC

2819

5454

NC

2103

3142

v beam

CC

2223

1705

NC

1198

1406

Table 55: Proton and neutron event separation after rescattering correction

5.4 Second level corrections and determination of the various NC/CC ratios

From the previous chapter it is seen that the last corrections to be applied are the ones that account
for the wrong helicity and electron (anti)neutrino backgrounds and the kinematical cuts that have
been applied. These corrections are called second level corrections and will be applied by means of
a Monte Carlo study of which the results are listed in tables 4.1 and 4.2 presented in the previous
chapter. To avoid unnecessary corrections, only the correct helicity CC events have been selected
from the data.

After having preformed these final corrections on the data shown in table 5.5, the correct
samples of proton and neutron events are obtained from the experimental data. The results
(statistical errors indicated only) are found to be

vdata

type

proton data

neutron data

CC

3217±81

6412 ±102

NC

1446 ±54

1661 ±63

vdata

CC

2045 ±51

1172 ±42

NC

606 ±31

665 ± 33

Table 5.6: Totally corrected samples of events on proton and neutron

From these latter results, the various NC/CC ratios (R) may be easily determined yielding :

Rv = 0.323 ± 0.008 Rvp = 0.450 ± 0.021 RVH = 0.259 ± 0.011

Rv = 0.395 ± 0.014 Rvp = 0.297 ± 0.017 Rv" = 0.568 ± 0.035

in which the errors indicated are statistical errors only.

(5.1)
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5.5 Determination of the chiral coupling constants

Following the procedure described in chapter 2, the figures listed in table 5.6 may also yield the
values of the various chiral coupling constants. Due to the fact that the target material of the present
experiment consists of liquid deuterium, the analysis described in this thesis is the only way to
determine all four coupling constants within one experiment. It was seen that the chiral coupling
constants are given by the matrix equation

r..1

a

P
y

L5J

0.9442 1.0181 0.4121 0.4860

0.8807 1.0386 2.0180 2.1759

-1.0000 1.0000 -0.3235 0.3235

I 1.0000 -1.0000 3.0911 -3.0911

where the variables a, p, yand 5 have been defined by (2.16).
Using the data of table 5.6, the values of these variables (statistical errors indicated only) are found
to be

a = 0.323 ± 0.008 p = 0.395 ± 0.014 y = 0.068 ± 0.028 8 = -0.067 ± 0.042 (5.2)

Inversion of the coupling matrix and matrix multiplication then directly yields the values of the
chiral coupling constants

«,2 = 0.119 ±0.017 df = 0.189 ± 0.017 ur
2 = 0.023 ± 0.011 d}

in which the errors denoted are the statistical errors only.

0.018 ±0.011 (5.3)

5.6 Systematical uncertainties

The systematical uncertainties which enter the present analysis are due to the following

1. Uncertainties in the geometric- and electronic EMI efficiencies.

2. Uncertainties in the various rescattering fractions.

3. Slight Q 2 dependence of the integrated (anti)quark distributions.

4. Uncertainty in the ratio HA/NC which was used to eliminate the unclassified events.

5. Uncertainties introduced by the Monte Carlo method which was used to determine the second
level corrections.
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The first three error sources have already been discussed in detail in the previous chapters and
the corresponding uncertainties are well known. For the items 4. and 5. however, no algorithm can
be given to determine the uncertainties and consequently these have to be estimated.
By variation of the relevant parameters, the following estimates have been obtained :

• A 10% relative uncertainty in the ratio HA/NC.

• A 15% and 10% relative uncertainty in the wrong helicity backgrounds for the neutrino and
anti-neutrino beams respectively. These figures have been obtained by a comparison of the
experimental [52] with the beam simulation [36] results.

• A 10% relative uncertainty in the electron (anti)neutrino background.

• A 10% relative uncertainty in the corrections accounting for the applied kinematical cuts.

Using these systematical uncertainties and re-doing the complete analysis by variation of the
relevant parameters and quadratically adding the individual contributions of the systematical errors,
the final values of the various ratios are found to be

Rv = 0.323 ± 0.008 ± 0.022 Rv = 0.395 ± 0.014 ± 0.015

Rvp = 0.450 ± 0.021 ± 0.024 Rvp = 0.297 ± 0.017 ± 0.014

Rv" = 0.259 ± 0.011 ± 0.019 Rvn = 0.568 ± 0.035 ± 0.016 (5.4)

a = 0.323 ± 0.008 ± 0.022 P = 0.395 ± 0.014 ± 0.015

y = 0.068 ± 0.028 ±0.016 8 = -0.067 ± 0.042 ± 0.024

whereas the chiral coupling constants are given by

uf = 0.119 ± 0.017 ± 0.008 ur
z = 0.023 ± 0.011 ± 0.003

, 7 (5.5)
d, = 0.189 ± 0.017 ± 0.018 dr

2 = 0.018 ± 0.011 ± 0.004

In all these values the first error indicated is the statistical one, whereas the second error denotes the
systematical uncertainty.
The most significant measurements of Rv and Rv found in literature [54] are summarized in
table 5.7.
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experiment

GGM-PS [56]

HPWF-FNAL [57]

CITF-FNAL [58]

CHARM-SPS [59]

BEBC-SPS [60]

CDHS-SPS [61]

15 ft FNAL [62]

BEBC-SPS [63]

target

freon

propane

iron

marble

H2-Ne

iron

deuterium

deuterium

« v

0.26 ±0.04

0.30 ±0.04

0.28 ±0.03

0.320 ±0.010

0.345 ±0.015

0.300 ±0.007

0.30 ±0.03

0.33 ±0.02

Rv

0.39 ±0.06

0.33 ±0.09

0.35 ±0.11

0.377 ±0.020

0.364 ±0.029

0.357 ±0.015

-

0.35 ±0.04

Table 5.7: Literature values of the isoscalar NC/CC ratios

It is seen thiU the values of Rv and Rv as obtained by the present analysis agree with the world
averages within their errors.
For the various ratios on proton and neutron target the literature values are shown in table 5.8

experiment

BEBC D2 [63]

BEBC H2 [64]

15 ft FNAL [62]

BEBC-TST [65]

target

deuterium

hydrogen

deuterium

H2 / H2-Ne

Rvp

0.49 ±0.05

0.51 ±0.04

0.49 ±0.06

0.47 ±0.04

Rvn

0.25 ±0.02

-

0.22 ±0.03

-

Rvp

0.26 ±0.04

-

-

0.33 ±0.04

Rva

0.57 ±0.09

-

-

-

Table 5.8: Literature values of the NC/CC ratios for proton and neutron target

whereas a summary of the most significant measurements of the various chiral coupling constants is
presented in table 5.9.
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experiment

BEBC D2 [63]

BEBC H2 [64]

15ftFNAL[62]

target

deuterium

hydrogen

deuterium

«,2

0.133 ±0.030

0.15 ±0.04

0.19 ±0.06

42

0.192 ±0.030

0.19 ±0.05

0.13 ±0.04

0.02 ± 0.02

-

-

0.00 ±0.02

-

-

Table 5.9: Literature values of the various chiral coupling constants

Here it is also seen that previous results are well reproduced by the present analysis. In case of the
chiral coupling constants the present analysis yields the most accurate results. This is due to the fact
that the use of the IPF made distinction between (anti)neutrino- and hadron induced events
possible, thus providing clean NC and CC samples. Also systematical uncertainties could be
reduced due to the fact that all four chiral coupling constants were measured within one
experiment, as explained in detail in chapter 2.

From the results it becomes evident that the right handed coupling constants, which only have
been obtained by this experiment, are small, as expected from the theory. Furthermore, the data of
reference [63] have been obtained with essentially the same experimental configuration, however,
without the use of the IPF.

5.7 Testing the standard model

As discussed in chapter 2, the chiral coupling constants and the basic parameters (si:
closely related to each other as indicated in (2.10).
A first test may be obtained directly from formula (2.10) namely :

u2 +d2 = p2 [ lh + V3 sin29w( 5h sia2Bw - 3) ] > 0

u2 + d2 = 5/9 p2 s i nX > 0

u2 -d2 = V3 p2 sin^^Csin^ - 1) < 0

u2 -d2 = lh p2 sin49w >0

and p) are

(5.6)
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The experimental values are found to be

u2 + d2 = 0.306 ± 0.012 ± 0.022

K,2 + d2 = 0.042 ±0.011 ± 0.005

u2 -d,2 = -0.068 ± 0.036 ± 0.015

u2 -d2 = 0.004 ± 0.020 ± 0.006

(5.7)

From (5.6) and (5.7) it is seen that the experimental values do not conflict with the theoretical
predictions made by the standard model. The results are also found to agree with literature. For the
differences the literature values [63] are

u2 -df = -0.060 ± 0.073 u2 -d2 = 0.018 ± 0.043

whereas for the sums a summary is given in table 5.10.

(5.8)

experiment

CDHS-SPS [61]

CHARM-SPS [59]

CITF-FNAL [58]

BEBC-SPS [63]

u2
+d2

0.300 ±0.015

0.305 ±0.013

0.292 ±0.020

0.325 ±0.039

u2
+d2

0.024 ±0.008

0.036 ± 0.013

0.038 ±0.020

0.022 ±0.018

Table 5.10: Literature values of the sums of the various chiral coupling constants

Here it is seen that the results of the present analysis are the first to prove that u2 -d2 < 0, as
predicted by the standard model.

The crucial test is of course the experimental determination of the basic parameters
and p) of the standard model by means of the observed ratios a, p, y and 5.
Taking the fixed value p = 1, as predicted by the standard model, the value of s i n ^ may be
obtained by performing a fit of the data, yielding :

sin28n, = 0.202 ± 0.012 ± 0.033

whereas a two-parameter fit of the data yields :

(5.9)
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sin^jy = 0.245 ± 0.024 ± 0.012

p = 1.040 ± 0.041 ± 0.024 ( 5 - 1 0 )

Again it is seen that the experimental values do not conflict with the theoretical predictions made
by the standard model, which can be found in chapter 1. Within the errors they are also found to
agree with previous results as presented in chapter 2.
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CONCLUSIONS

The interactions of (anti)neutrinos on protons and neutrons have been studied separately by means
of an (anti)neutrino-deuterium experiment (WA25) using the CERN-SPS wide band muonic
(anti)neutrino beam. The detector consisted of the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) which
was extended with an Internal Picket Fence (IPF) and an External Muon Identifier (EMI).
Various aspects of the experiment and the analysis have been discussed and the main conclusions
are :

• By using the IPF data together with the information obtained from the BEBC photographs and
the EMI, 90% of all recorded events can be classified according to the nature of the interaction
without ambiguities. The classification procedure is based on the timing provided by the IPF
and EMI detector systems and in this way clean samples of neutral current (NC) and charged
current (CC) events may be obtained.
The remaining 10% of unclassified events may be statistically eliminated by the introduction of
kinematical cuts.

• Using the WA25 event classification procedure, the wrong sign leading muon contamination of
the charged current event sample amounts to (3.0 ±0.2)% and (20.4 ±0.7)% for the CERN-SPS
wide band v^ and v^ beams respectively.
Assuming NC/CC universality for v and v data, these values also represent the wrong helicity
neutrino event contents for the CERN-SPS wide band v and v beams.
These numbers are slightly changed in case an energy cut-off is introduced.

• Using the IPF/EMI detector system, the contamination of charged current events due to
hadronic decays in flight contains (0.24 ± 0.04)% of the total number of identified charged
current events with correct leading muon charge.

• Using the IPF/EMI detector system in single plane EMI mode introduces a (0.15 ± 0.07)%
effect of muon miss-identification by the outer plane of the EMI due to spurious hit association.

•I
! • The rescattering fraction, denoting the fraction of neutron events which are identified as proton
] events, is found to be [11.8 ± 0.3 (star) ± 1.0 (syst.)]% and [10.4 ± 0.7 (stat.) ± 1.0 (syst.)]%
' for the neutrino- and anti-neutrino data respectively. A combined analysis yields a value of

[ 11.2 + 0.3 {stat.) ± 1.0 (syst.)]%.

: • The various NC/CC ratios have been measured and the results which have been obtained
! previously in a variety of experiments are well reproduced.

• Using the parametrizations of Eichten et al. for the (anti)quark distribution functions, the four
chiral coupling constants «,2, d,2, u) and df have been determined. The possibility to use the
difference between interactions on proton and neutron and the fact that clean NC and CC
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samples could be obtained by means of the BPF has improved the precision obtained on the
individual couplings and the results are in agreement with the predictions of the standard
SU(2)L®U(\)y model.

• The basic parameters ( s i n ^ and p) of the standard model have been determined. Assuming
p = 1, the corresponding value of &iiiQw is found to be 0.202 ± 0.012 (stat.) ± 0.033 (syst.),
whereas a two-parameter fit to the data yields sia2Qw = 0.245 ± 0.024 (stat.) ± 0.012 (syst.) and
p = 1.040 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.024 (syst.).

!
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APPENDIX A

The Schrodinger, Klein - Gordon and Dirac equations

In order to find the non-relativistic wave equation for a free particle the Newtonian energy-
momentum relation is used

o \p I2

E ='A mv2 =-ULL- (A.I)
2m

and the standard transition from classical observables to quantum mechanical operators is made
(fi=c= l)

£ - » / — and P -> -«V (A.2)
dt

Combination of (A.I) and (A.2) directly yields the Schrodinger equation for a non-relativistic free
particle :

^ - ^ - v S r (A.3)
dt 1m

where y is the wave function of the particle.
When (A.3) is multiplied by x$ and the complex conjugate of (A.3) by \y, the subtraction of the two
equations yields :

, d 1 -. d 1 , .
V (i— + Vz)\|f - Vf(-i— + Vz)\|f = 0 (A.4)

dt 1m dt 1m

Using the definitions

p= y*\|/ = |\|f|2 and j = (V Vy - \j/V\)i*) (A.5)
2m

equation (A.4) may be written in the form

- ^ - + V - y = 0 or 9 ^ = 0 (A.6)
dt ^

where the current density j * is denned as j*= (p,y).

Equation (A.6) is a continuity equation, which implies that Jpd3r is a conserved quantity. When the

wave function \y is normalized in such a way that Jpd3r = 1, the quantity p(x) may be interpreted as

the probability density for finding the particle at position x.

• ;<* •
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To find the wave function for a relativistic free particle, one has to use Einstein's equation

E2-p2=m2 (A.7)

Using (A.7) instead of (A.I) and following the same prescription as before, the so called Klein-
Gordon equation is obtained :

- V2)v = -m\ (A.8)
3t*

or in a more convenient form :

(
dt2

, d d
( • + m ) \|/ = 0 where • =

A plane wave solution may be given by

Hx,p)=Me-ipx (A.9)

Substitution of §(x,p) in the Klein-Gordon equation directly yields the Einstein relation
E2=p2+m2. This looks all very harmless, but it actually implies that for a given 3-momentum p
there are two possible energy solutions namely

E+ = Vp2 +m2 and E~ = -Vp2 +m2 (A. 10)

Like before one can try again to write equation (A.8) in the form of the continuity equation
(A.6). This can indeed be done if

i * d\l/ d\lf —i • •
p= (I)/ —- - y——) and j = (y V\y - yVy ) (A.ll)

2m dt dt 2m
It is immediately seen that the spatial current j is identical to the one in (A.5), but the probability
density p is different. Using the plane wave solution (A.9) it is found that

p = 2\N\2E

which means that for the negative energy solutions (£~) one ends up with a negative probability
density, due to the fact that the Klein-Gordon equation contains second order time derivatives.

The problem was eventually solved by Dirac. To obtain a positive-definite probability density p,
he required an equation linear in the time derivative. For this purpose he just postulated the
following equation :

i— = -ia- V\|/
dt

where (3 and â  (J=1,2,3) are undetermined constants.
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Normally the Dirac equation (A. 12) is written in the following covariant form :

3

where y" (^=0,1,2,3) are undetermined constants and/*= W y
To determine the y 's, (A.13) is multiplied from the left by

H Y dxv ~m)

which eventually yields :

['/2 (yY + yY) +m2] y = 0 (A.14)

This equation (A. 14) reduces to the Klein-Gordon equation (and so satisfies the Einstein equation)
if and only if the y 's satisfy the following anti-commutation relation :

f Because of the fact that the anti-commutation relation (A.15) is the only constraint on the gamma
parameters, many different representations can be formed. The two which are most frequently used
are the Dirac- or standard representation and the Weyl representation.
Dirac representation:
In the Dirac representation the y parameters are defined in the following way

f l 0 1 f 0 0*1 fo 1
lo - l j ^ - [ - o - * o j ^ ~ ' ' ' ' = ' ' ' » ' - [ i o

Weyl representation :
In the Weyl representation the y parameters are given by the following

oJ (*=1'2'3)
In both representations the o* (^=1,2,3) represent the Pauli spin matrices defined as :

fo i l fo -«1 f i o l

"'"I. oj '-l< oj H - . J (A'18)
and the metric g^ is chosen to be
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8^=1

1 0 0 0

0 - 1 0 0

0 0 - 1 0

L 0 0 0 - 1

(A. 19)

To check whether a positive-definite probability density p is obtained by using the Dirac equation,
equation (A. 13) has to be written in the form of the continuity equation (A.6). For this the same
procedure is followed as before in the case of the Klein-Gordon equation, but now the hermitian
conjugates have to be taken instead of the complex conjugates, since one is dealing with matrices.
Multiplying (A. 13) by \|ff and its hermitian conjugate by x\f, the addition yields :

Using

After re-arranging the terms and using v)/= \yV one eventually gets the following continuity
equation

and multiplication from the right by y° yields :

-^- tv V vi = o or a / = o (A.20)

where the current density has been defined as j ^ = ( p , j ) = f / f .
The probability density is now given by p = \y y° V = v V = IV12> which means that a positive-
definite probability density is obtained again!

Having seen that the Dirac equation has solved the problem of the negative probability density
one may ask whether also the negative energy solutions have vanished. The answer is no, for
negative energy states are still allowed as solutions of the Dirac equation as will be demonstrated in
the following.
Considering plane wave solutions of the form :

{positive energy solution )

(negative energy solution)

(A.21a)

(A.21b)\|/= v(p)elp*

the Dirac equation (A. 13) directly yields :

(fPvL-m)u{p) = 0 and (fp^ +m) v{p) = 0 (A.22)

When the rest frame of the particle is taken to be the reference frame, the equation (A.22) may be
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written as (c=l):

m(Y°-l) u (p) = 0 and m(Y°+l) v(p) = 0 (A.23)

The four independent solutions «,, «2, v, and v2 of (A.23) can be summarized in the following
matrix notation

U =

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

L0 0 0 0J

and V =

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

L0 0 0 U

(A.24)

in which the solutions (u,, «2) are given by the first two columns of U, whereas the (v,, v2) are given
by the last two columns of V. Note that U = >h (Y°+1) and V = -% (Y°-1), SO that (A.23) may also
be written as

(y°po-m)u(p) = -2mVu(p) and (y°po+m)v(p) = 2mUv(p)

The generalization of (A.25) to a frame in which the particle is not at rest yields :

{"•tpp-m)u{p) = -2mVu(p) and

so that the general forms of U and V are given by

v(p) = 2mUv(p)

(A.25)

(A.26)

U =•
2m

and V = •
2m

(A.27)

Using the general forms (A.27) of the U and V matrices, one might obtain directly the general
forms of («,, U.J and (v,, v2). The only problem however is, that the solutions are undefined for
massless particles. To omit this difficulty, the following normalizations are introduced :

and (A.28)

Straightforward calculation shows that with these normalizations the general forms of the U and V
matrices are given by :

£ / = • and V = (A.29)

If one writes down the « and v • explicitly in their vector components, it is seen very easily that the
u, and v, can be identified with spin up states, whereas the u2 and v2 may be called spin down
states. For this reason the u's and v's are usually referred to as spinors. Furthermore, following the
arguments and interpretations given by Dirac and Feynman [8], the u states are identified as
particle states and the v states are the corresponding anti-particle states.
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APPENDIX B

Determination of the coupling matrix elements

From the definition (2.16) and the use of (2.15) it is straightforward calculation to obtain the
expressions for the parameters a, p, y and 6, yielding :

a = — { u, [ U+D+K(U+D)+(2+2K)(C+T) ] + « / [D+U+K(U+D)+{2+2K)(.C+T) ]

+ d,2 [D+U+K(U+5)+(2+2KXS+B) ] + d2 [D+U+K(D+U)+(2+2K)(.S+B) ]}

p = -£--{ U/
2 [ U+D+K(U+D)+(2+2K)(C+T) ] + «r

2 [ U+D+K(U+D}H2+2K)(C+T) } (B.I)

+ d,2 [D+U+K(U+D+(2+2K)(S+B)

7 = — {«,2 [U-D+K(U-5) ] +ur
2 [U-D+K(U-D)

C 3

+ dr
2 [D-U+K(D-U) ]}

5 = — { uf [ U-D+K(U-D) ]+u? [ U-D+K(U-D) ] +d,2 [D-U+K(D-U)

2 [D-U+K{D-U) ]}

where the constants c. (i=l,4) are defined to be

c X = U+D +2(5 +B )+A" (J7+D )+2K (C +T)

' '
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If now the matrix notation as denoted in (2.19) is applied, it is easily seen that the elements Atj of
the coupling matrix are given by :

P2 - - P2

/ » . , = — [U+D+K(U+D)+(2+2K)(C+T) ] An = — [D+U+K(U+D)+(2+2K)(.S+B) ]
c, c ,

P2 - - P2 - -
Al3 = — [D+U+K(U+D)+(2+2K)(C+T) ] Au =— [D+U+K(D+U)M2+2K)(S+B) ]

P2 - - P2 - -
/1 2 1 = — [ t/+D+/s:(f/+£))+(2+2A-)(C+7-) ] A22 = — [D+[/

c2 c2

P2 - - P2

^ /+£>+*:(£/+£>)+(2+2K)(C+7") ] A24 = - ^ [ U+D+K(U+D)M2+2K){S+B)
2 c 2

c

P2 - - P2

c c

D
/ 1 3 3 = —

c3 c3

p2 - - P2 - -

C4 C4

p 2 _ _ p 2

^ 4 3 = - ^ [ U-D+K(U-D)] ^44= [D-U+K{D-U)-\
c4 c4
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APPENDIX C

EVENT CLASSIFICATION IN (ANTI)NEUTRINO
EXPERIMENTS USING AN IPF-EMI

DETECTOR SYSTEM

N. van Eijndhoven

NIKHEF-H, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

March 16,1987

Abstract

In this paper an overview is given of the event classification algorithm as it has been used in
an (anti)neutrino-deuterium experiment (WA25) performed at the CERN-SPS wide band
(anti)neutrino beam facility with a primary proton energy of 400 GeV.
The procedure has been set up in such a way, that the general framework may be used at any
(anti)neutrino experiment using an Internal Picket Fence (IPF) and External Muon Identifier
(EMI) detector system.
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INTRODUCTION

By the introduction of the standard model [1], weak interactions of the neutral- (NC) and charged
current (CC) type became of great interest. In order to avoid interference with electromagnetic
phenomena, many experiments have studied these interactions by using (anti)neutrino beams on
various targets. In all these experiments it was of vital importance to get clean NC and CC samples.
In our case the muon neutrino- and anti-neutrino beams of the CERN-SPS wide band beam facility
were used with a primary proton energy of 400 GeV, and the target of the experiment consisted of
liquid deuterium. The CC interactions were recognized by the detection of the produced muon.
Due to the fact that the incident particles are undetectable, the interactions induced by neutral
hadrons enter the sample of NC interactions.

In this paper an algorithm will be presented to make a decision about the interaction type of a
certain event. The procedure described here was developed for the WA25 (anti)neutrino-deuterium
experiment, but may generally be used provided the detector system used consisted of comparable
elements.

1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experiment was carried out exposing the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) [2] filled
with deuterium to the CERN-SPS wide band neutrino- and anti-neutrino beams. These were
produced by 400 GeV protons incident on a beryllium target. Details about the beams can be found
in |3].

A fiducial volume of 18.14 m3, corresponding to a mass of 2.52 tons of deuterium, was used for
the primary lepton interaction in the bubble chamber. This fiducial volume was shaped in such a
way, that a minimum tracklength of 50 cm was guaranteed for the muons created in the
interactions.

All events were measured on film-plane digitizing tables and passed the standard CERN-
HYDRA programs for geometrical reconstruction and track extrapolation (THIRA) to the Internal
Picket Fence (IPF) [4] and the External Muon Identifier (EMI) [5]. Finally the extrapolation results
were mapped onto the electronics data obtained from the IPF and EMI, assigning a space-time
point to each event by hit association. It is this timing together with the observed IPF and EMI
activities that forms the basis of the event classification procedure which is described below.
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The internal picket fence

The Internal Picket Fence (IPF) detector is a system of proportional tube chambers surrounding the
pressure vessel of BEBC. It was developed and integrated with the External Muon Identifier (EMI)
system (discussed hereafter), as an additional layer of detectors, inside the BEBC shielding. The
activity in the IPF during the beam spill is recorded using the existing EMI hardware and online
software, and occupies about '/so of the EMI total channel capacity.

The basic structure is that of an array of vertical tubes mounted cylindrically around the
pressure vessel of BEBC, with two gaps (extending from 90°-108° and 252°-270°) for essential
services, giving 90% coverage in azimuth. The detector is separated from the BEBC liquid only by
the pressure vessel (5 cm of stainless steel) and some insulation.

The IPF hits, when correlated with the measured event tracks, can provide timing information
to a certain event. A specific event therefore can be related to a particular time interval of 250 ns,
the so called time slot. A trigger signal is derived from the IPF each time any of the proportional
tubes records a hit. After a trigger occurs, a complete read-out of the IPF system is performed, and
all hits are recorded that occurred within the particular time slot. Consequently, the trigger marks
the start of the time slot and the different time slots are situated asynchronuously in time.

The external muon identifier

The External Muon Identifier is a proportional wire chamber detector system outside BEBC; its
purpose is to facilitate the identification of charged current (CC) events, i.e. events with a muon in
the final state. The EMI consists of a set of 61 multiwire proportional chambers, each with a
sensitive area of 3 m x \m. The various chambers are divided over three planes : 6 chambers in the
veto plane (VETO), 8 in the inner plane (inner EMI) and 47 in the outer plane (outer EMI).

The inner plane is positioned -Am from the centre of BEBC and covers an area between -67C

and +34° horizontally and -18° to +18° vertically (9.4% of the 4ic solid angle). At a distance of
~ 1.5 m from the centre of BEBC the outer plane has been installed, covering a total area of
- 144m2 between -82° and +70° horizontally and -20° to +20° vertically (14.7% of the 4JC
solid angle).
The size of the outer plane of the EMI is such that it covers the actual angular distributions of
outgoing muons - with momentum above the cut-off value (4 GeV/c) - from (anti)neutrino events,
lying inside the fiducial volume of BEBC. The acceptance of the inner plane is slightly smaller, so
that it finally determines the acceptance (97%) of the whole system.
The six chambers of the veto plane are positioned upstream of BEBC and are mainly used to
identify background muons coming from the beam or from interactions in front of BEBC.
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The trigger and read-out system of the EMI is combined with that of the IPF. Time slot
initialization of the EMI may occur through single hits or through coinciding hits in the inner and
outer plane. For all time slots created either by the EMI or the IPF, a complete read-out of the data
is performed. From the recorded EMI information, the muons may be identified afterwards by off-
line analysis programs.

2. HIT ASSOCIATION

In order to turn each event into a space-time point, the time information obtained by the IPF and
EMI data has to be linked to the geometrical information obtained by the track measurements. This
linking is done by association of the hit positions predicted by track extrapolation to real hit
positions as they have been recorded by the IPF and EMI detector systems in the various time slots.

Whether a hit is associated with a certain track or not is determined by the confidence level (C)
of association which is obtained from the difference between the predicted and real hit positions,
taking into account the uncertainties in both. The confidence level is obtained from a x2 analysis in
which the uncertainties are entered as standard deviations of the various distributions of track and
detector errors. The distributions of the association confidence levels for the various detector
elements are shown in figure 1 in which the x-axis scales of the lower plots are enlargements of the
upper ones. Only the neutrino data recorded in the 1983 run of the WA25 experiment are shown,
but similar results have been obtained with the remaining data samples.

From these distributions it was decided to call a hit associated with a certain track if the
confidence level of association was above 0.005. If a hit could be associated with more than one
track, the maximum (Cmax) of all the individual association confidence levels (C;) of that hit was

C,
determined, and in case < Vs the association with the lowest confidence level was discarded.

c
"-max

All hits that were not associated to any track are called unassociated.

Incorrect hit associations

Due to spurious hits in the various detector elements, incorrect association may occur. In order to
determine the background of these so called 'miss associations', a study of the association
confidence levels has been made for a sample of events in which the predicted hits were confronted
with hits recorded during a different beam spill.
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Figure 1: Distributions of association confidence levels in picket fence (IPF), inner EMI (INN)
and outer EMI (OUT)

By doing the same analysis using the hits recorded within the correct beam spill and combining
the two results, the miss association probability may be determined as a function of the association
confidence level. The results for the various detector elements are shown in figure 2. Again only
the 1983 neutrino data are shown, but simi'.v results have been obtained using the other data
samples.

The solid curves are polynomial fits through the data. These fitted curves will be used to determine
the probability (Pmiss(C)) for the occurrence of a miss association depending on the association
confidence level. The value of Pmiss of the hits associated with the individual tracks of an event
will later be used to determine the so called 'Picket Weight', denoting the quality of the selection of
a certain time slot for a complete event.
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Figure 2: Percentage of miss association due to background in IPF, inner EMI and outer EMI as
a function of the association confidence level

3. SETTING UP THE BACKWARD CONE

For each vertex a so called backward cone will be created in order to investigate whether this
vertex is associated with some activity outside BEBC upstream of its position or not.
The cone is set up as follows :

1. The momentum of all visible (charged) and fitted (neutral) tracks belonging to the vertex is
determined and summed to estimate the angle (§tot) between the projection of the total
momentum to the horizontal plane and the beam direction, together with its error (A<|>(o().

2. The horizontal line through the vertex with angle <j>,o/ yields an intersection with the IPF in
the backward (=upstream) direction, giving the position where the incident particle is
supposed to have crossed the IPF ring which surrounds BEBC. This entry point is called E.
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The backward cone, in which the entry poin«'# is situated, is defined by angles $, and <!>2:

4>i = *u* + A«V +x

where X is the so called cone extension value, which has to be introduced to account for the
fact that neutral particles in the final state may remain undetected (especially v ) , and
therefore the position of £ is subject to an inaccuracy.

Determination of the cone size

The reason for introducing the backward cone was to be able to distinguish between (anti)neutrino-
and hadron induced events by defining an area in which there is no IPF activity - except for hits
associated to occasionally occurring backward tracks - to be expected in case of (anti)neutrino
induced events, whereas hadron induced events are expected to cause IPF activity upstream of the
interaction vertex. The directions of neutral hadrons that cause such secondary interactions in
BEBC are supposed to deviate appreciably from the nominal beam direction.

To determine the size of the cone a sample of CC events has been used. Since CC events are
recognized easily by the produced muon, this sample is rather clean, and so in principle will not
show any IPF activity upstream the vertex. However, due to spurious hits a flat background of IPF
hits may be expected.
Figure 3 shows the IPF hit distributions for all events with time slot information of the WA25
neutrino and anti-neutrino data samples. Along the horizontal axis the quantity <!> - <j>tor is plotted,
where $ indicates the hit position. The hatched areas denote the distributions for the CC events.
The same analysis applied to the raw NC sample, yields the results which are shown in figure 4.
The raw NC sample consists of all muonless events that have no time slot association with
upstream vertices in the chamber and do not satisfy a kinematical fit as a A0 or K°. From these
figures it is seen that the CC sample is indeed rather clean, and that the raw NC sample contains a
contamination of hadron induced events.

For the neutrino data, the hatched distribution was found to contain (10.6 ± 0.4)% of the total
number of CC events; for the anti-neutrino data this percentage amounted to (9.3 ± 0.5). The
remaining events did not contribute to the distributions of figure 3. The spurious background of the
raw NC samples was estimated by interpolation between the flat outer parts of the distributions of
figure 4. Within the errors the same percentages of the total number of events were found in this
way. From this it is seen that the flat parts are indeed due to spurious hits, and that a cut on
observed IPF activity in the cone may be used to remove the hadronic background without affecting
the real NC/CC ratio.
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Figure 3: Hit distributions in upstream IPF area for the selected event time slots; the hatched
areas denote the distributions for the CC events. Left neutrino-, right anti-neutrino
events

In order to remove the hadronic induced background, the cone size was taken to extend from
-25° to +25°, and in case IPF activity occurred within this cone, the event was called HA for that
particular time slot.
The number of IPF hits within the cone for a certain time slot is called the noise value of the event
in that particular time slot.
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Figure 4: Hit distributions in upstream IPF area for raw NC sample; left neutrino-, right anti-
neutrino events

4. DETERMINATION OF THE PICKET WEIGHT

In case several time slots have been selected for an event by the association of predicted with
recorded hits, it is necessary to evaluate the quality of each selected time slot in order to make a
final choice. This quality is indicated by the so called picket weight which may be interpreted as the
probability of the time slot to be the correct one.
The picket weight consists of two factors namely :

• The probability of having made correct hit associations (Pgood)

• The reduction factor (/?) to account for missing associations in the various detector elements.
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Probability of correct hit associations

As we have discussed before, for each association confidence level there is a probability (,Pmiss (C))
of having made an incorrect hit association within a particular detector element. From figure 2 it
becomes clear that the probability of an incorrect hit assignment is still high at large values of the
confidence level. We therefore will not rely on the latter quantity when making a choice between
different possibilities of hit association. If all the hits associated in a certain time slot with a
particular event are considered, the quantity

gives the probability that the selected time slot is not the correct one for the event. The index i runs
over all observed hit associations.
The probability (Pgood) that the time slot is not due to spurious effects is given by

This quantity may be obtained for all time slots for which at least one association with an
extrapolated track occurs. A selection of a best time slot may be carried out by comparison of the
obtained values. However, the various time slots may show different numbers of hit associations,
and so the number of hit associations should be taken into consideration. This is done by
introducing a so called probability reduction factor. The number of hit predictions is fixed for the
specific event and, consequently, is the same for all possible time slot choices.

Probability reduction factor

The association of a predicted hit position to a physical hit in the time slot under investigation may
fail for the following reasons :

• The detector did not fire due to inefficiency or electronic malfunctioning.

• The time slot under inspection is not the correct one.

No problem arises because of the first effect, since the extrapolated particle will produce no hit in
any of the possible time slots.
To quantify the second effect a study was made of the response of the various detector elements for
tracks observed in the bubble chamber. For the IPF part all particle tracks entered the analysis,
whereas for the study of the inner EMI part only particles with IPF and outer EMI associations
(muons) entered the analysis. Figure 5 shows the percentage of tracks from v interactions,
producing a hit in the IPF and inner EMI within the selected time slot, as a function of the particle's
momentum. Similar results have been obtained for the v sample.
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The drop of the distributions at low momentum is due to the particle's failure of reaching the
specific detector and the strong increase of spurious hit association in the outer plane of the EMI
with decreasing momentum. The latter effect is due to the wide cone of predictions made by the
THIRA extrapolation program when taking into account multiple scattering effects.

10 20 30 40 90

P IN GEV/C

20 30

P IN GEV/C

Figure 5: Detector response for the IPF and inner EMI

The curves shown in the figures are polynomial fits to the data. From these curves a probability
(Phil (p)) may be obtained that a particle produces an association in the specific detector element as
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a function of its momentum. The probability for the outer EMI, which cannot be obtained in the
indicated way, is assumed to be equal to the inner EMI probability.

The probability (Pm kil [p)) of a given detector element for giving no signal while a particle of
momentum p traverses it is then given by

P „*,&)" 1 -pk«(P) (3)

The reduction factor (/?) for a time slot is calculated from

^ = O Pno hit IFF &j ) ' P*o hit inner EMI ^Pj ) ' ''no hit outer EMI (P; ) ( v

where the index j runs over all none associated predicted hits, and R is set to 1 if all predicted hits
have associations. The picket weight (W), may now be defined as :

The time slot with the highest picket weight (W^^) is selected from the sample. Time slots with a
picket weight no more than 30% below the maximum value are still retained for further analysis.

5. IDENTIFICATION OF MUON TRACKS

A track is identified as a muon if it satisfies the following two conditions :

1. The track has an associated hit in the outer EMI plane, within a time slot as selected in the
previous section.

2. The total association confidence level (T) of the track is greater than an accepted cut-off
value.

The total association confidence level of the track is determined from :

a. The x2 of association and the number of constraints for every hit associated with the track for
each detector element, as obtained from the THIRA program.

b. Combination of the individual x2 values and number of constraints into a total x2 value and a
total number of constraints.

1
\ According to this rule, muons are accepted if their T value exceeds the threshold of 0.001,
j irrespective of the fact whether they triggered the inner EMI or not. However, all muons have to
; trigger the outer EMI. The threshold is determined on the basis of figure 6.
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Figure 6: Distributions of total track association confidence levels (T); left neutrino-, right anti-

neutrino events

6. THROUGH GOING MUON CANDIDATES

To facilitate the identification of events induced by neutral hadrons coming from charged current
interactions in front of BEBC, an attempt is made to detect the outgoing muon of such an
interaction by means of its hit pattern in the various detector elements. Such a muon is called a
through going muon.

The aim of the algorithm described here is to decide whether there is a through going muon
candidate within a certain time slot. In combination with the other event data the event may then
be classified as a hadron induced interaction, as explained hereafter.
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A time slot is said to contain a through going muon candidate if one of the following situations
occurs :

• The veto fired and the outer EMI plane contained one or more unassociated hits.

• The upstream hemisphere <*) of the IPF fired and the outer EMI plane contained one or more
unassociated hits.

• Both inner and outer EMI planes contained one or more unassociated hits.

(*) The upstream hemisphere of the IPF (upipf) is defined as that part of the IPF which is
upstream the gaps.

7. THE DECISION ALGORITHM

In order to classify an event according to the nature of the interaction the following categories have
been made :

• Charged current (CC).

• Di-muon (DM).

• Neutral current (NC).

• Hadron induced (HA).

• Associated (AS).

• Don't know (DK).

A schematic overview of the algorithm, based on the WA25 data processing procedure, is given in
the following.

1. Get the information of all vertices for the current picture from the HYDRA banks.

2. Sort all vertices with respect to their x-coordinate in increasing order and set the HYDRA
pointer to the first vertex in the list.

3. Get all information for this vertex, including the first of the selected time slots.
If no time slot has been selected the noise value is set to 0.5, the interaction type of the vertex

\ is set to DK and the analysis procedure is continued at 11.

j 4. Set up the backward cone and determine the noise value (N) and the picket weight (W) for
'; this vertex in this selected time slot.
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5. Determine the number of muons emerging from the vertex in this time slot.

6. Make a preliminary decision about the vertex interaction type in this time slot using the
following algorithm :

number of muons = 0 -» NC

1-»CC

> 1 ->DM

7. Determine whether there is a through going muon candidate in this time slot.

8. The preliminary decision will be changed to HA if one of the following situations occurs :

• There is a through going muon candidate, and in addition

— Hits were recorded in the upipf in addition to hits in the veto.
(event upstream of veto —» only muon and neutrals reach BEBC)

i

' — Hits were recorded in the inner EMI in addition to hits in the veto,
(event upstream of veto -»only muon and neutrals reach BEBC)

I — Hits were recorded in the upipf and inner EMI.
•{ (event between veto and BEBC -» muon and charged hadrons can reach BEBC)

; — Hits were recorded in the backward cone (noise value > 0.5).
I (event between veto and BEBC -»muon and charged hadrons can reach BEBC)

I • The number of unassociated hits in the cone was above 1.
' I (NC event upstream of BEBC)

I 9. If there is a vertex upstream the current one, for which this time slot has been uniquely
I selected with maximum picket weight above 0.6, then the decision for the current vertex in
i this time slot will be set to AS.
j The threshold 0.6 corresponds to the value of Pgood for one well associated hit in the IPF.

;[ 10. If there are more selected time slots to be analyzed, take the next selected time slot and start
i at 4 again.

; 11. Now that all selected time slots for the vertex have been analyzed, a final decision about the
>) interaction type can be made.

In order to do this the following algorithm is used:

a. noise value = 0.5 (no selected time slot) -»classify as DK -»continue at 12.

b. maximum picket weight below 0.6 (real time slot may not be among the selected ones)
-> classify as DK -»continue at 12.
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c. vertex got V° or y fit or was recognized by the scanner as not primary
—> classify as AS —»continue at 12.

d. check whether the decisions made for the various time slots are identical.
HA for all time slots -> classify as HA
NC for all time slots -» classify as NC
CC for all time slots -»classify as CC
DM for all time slots -> classify as DM
only CC or DM occurred in all time slots -» classify as CC
only HA or AS occurred in all time slots -» classify as AS
otherwise —> classify as DK

12. All done for this vertex.
Set the HYDRA pointer to next vertex in the list.
If there is still a vertex to be analyzed for this picture, start again at 3 for this new vertex.
If last vertex of this picture has been analyzed, go for the next picture and start again at 1.

8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

If applied to the raw WA25 data recorded during the 1983 run, the decision algorithm described
above yields the results shown in table 1.

vbeam

type

DK

HA

NC

CC

DM

AS

event count

2121

2753

3519

9608

174

543

%

11.3

14.7

18.8

51.4

0.9

2.9

vbeam

event count

868

841

1439

4890

63

192

%

10.5

10.1

17.4

58.9

0.8

2.3

Table 1: Event classification results for the 1983 raw WA2S data
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The category of DK events, which contains about 11.3% (10.5%) of the v (v) beam data, consists of
5.0% (5.7%) of events without any time slot information and 6.3% (4.8%) of events for which no
unique time slot could be determined.

Additional kinematical cuts on visible hadronic energy and muon momentum may be applied.
This reduces the DK category to mainly NC and HA candidates which may be randomly distributed
among the NC and HA samples according to the observed HA/NC ratio, thus providing a data
sample in which all events could be classified.
The percentages of DK events to be divided among the NC and HA samples are not affected by the
mentioned kinematical cuts.

It turns out that the decision algorithm divides muonless events into the categories NC, HA, AS
and DK. Concerning CC and DM events, the final decision only incidentally deviates from the one
obtained purely on the basis of the EMI data.

9. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an algorithm is presented to make a decision about the interaction type of events as
seen in (anti)neutrino experiments. About 90% of all recorded events are classified without
ambiguities. The remaining 10% consists of events which are ambiguous or do not contain the data
needed for classification.
By introducing kinematical cuts a sample may be obtained for which also the remaining 10% of the
events may be classified by means of a statistical method.
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APPENDIX D

WRONG HELICITY EVENTS INDUCED BY THE CERN-SPS
WIDE BAND MUONIC (ANTI)NEUTRINO BEAM

N. van Eijndhoven

NIKHEF-H, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

January 22,1987

Abstract

By means of a study of like- and unlike sign dimuon events, seen in an (anti)neutrino-
deuterium experiment (WA25), the wrong helicity beam backgrounds for the CERN-SPS
wide band v^ and v^ beams are determined. Also an estimate is given for the contamination
of fake muon events in the charged current event sample, due to the decay of charged
hadrons in flight and incorrect muon identification by the External Muon Identifier (EMI) and
Internal Picket Fence (IPF) systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Neutrino- and anti-neutrino induced charged current (CC) interactions have been intensively
investigated in the past few years by various experimental groups using the CERN-SPS wide band
muonic (anti)neutrino beam facility. In all these experiments it was of vital importance to get a
clean CC event sample induced by (anti)neutrinos of the correct helicity. In order to achieve this,
complicated detector systems have been developed to identify the outgoing muon and to recognize
the hadronic background events. To determine the number of muons which are faked by the decay
of a charged hadron, various monte carlo programs have been written.

In this paper an experimental determination of the wrong helicity beam background for both the
muon neutrino- and anti-neutrino beams of the CERN-SPS wide band beam facility will be given as
well as the rate of fake muons induced by charged hadron decays and incorrect identification by the
IPF/EMI detector system.

1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experiment was carried out exposing the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) filled with
deuterium to the CERN-SPS wide band neutrino- and anti-neutrino beams. These were produced by
400 GeV protons incident on a beryllium target (110 cm long for the anti-neutrino beam, 60 cm
long for the neutrino beam). Further details about the beams can be found in [1].

A fiducial volume of 18.14 m5, corresponding to a mass of 2.52 tons of deuterium, was used for
the primary lepton interaction in the bubble chamber. This fiducial volume was shaped in such a
way, that a minimum tracklength of 50 cm was guaranteed for the muons created in the
interactions.

All events were measured on film-plane digitizing tables with an overall scanning efficiency
(after two independent scans) of 99% and passed the standard CERN-HYDRA programs for
geometrical reconstruction and track extrapolation to the internal picket fence (EPF) and external
muon identifier (EMI). Finally the extrapolation results were mapped onto the electronics data
obtained from the IPF and EMI and a decision about the nature of the interaction was made using
the WA25 event classification procedure [2]. When necessary, the momentum accuracy of the
interacting hadrons was improved by measuring the interaction products and in case of large muon
momenta the accuracy has been improved using the EMI information. Strange neutral particles A
and K° as well as Y'S were measured; their momenta were obtained by kinematically fitting the
visible products to the primary vertices.
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2. SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF EVENTS

In total some 84,000 v pictures and 132,000 v pictures, originating from the WA25 wide band beam
1981 and 1983 exposures using the IPF/EMI detector system, have been scanned and used for this
analysis. Following the WA25 event classification procedure, we end up with samples containing
charged current (CC) and dimuon (DM) events for both the v^ and v^ beams. In view of the limited
geometrical acceptance of the EMI at low muon momentum, only events with at least one muon
with a momentum above 4 GeV/c were accepted. With this muon momentum cut the overall EMI
efficiency, geometrical and electronical, amounted to 95% for neutrino- and 92% for anti-neutrino
interactions.

In case more than one muon emerged from the primary vertex, the quantity p2'p,2 was
determined for each muon track, where p and pt denote the muon momentum and the momentum
of the muon perpendicular to the beam direction respectively. The muons were then ordered with
respect to this quantity in decreasing order and the first in order was called the leading muon
whereas the second one was called the secondary muon.
The criterion pZmp,2 was derived for optimal discrimination between leading and secondary muons.
It was obtained from a monte carlo calculation that generated dimuon events on basis of charm
production. In our case, the leading muon choice affects the assignment of events as belonging to
the beam or to the background sample. It does not affect the conclusions regarding dimuon events,
since in this paper we only make use of like-sign dimuon data.

Using the selection criteria mentioned above, samples containing charged current events
(CC and DM) for both the neutrino- and anti-neutrino beam were obtained in two different ways
namely :

I. The accepted events satisfy the condition that, within the event time slot set by the IPF/EMI
data, at least one track produces hits in the outer plane of the EMI within the tolerances
applied by the program. In order to enter the DM sample, the event must contain at least two
of such tracks.

II. The accepted events satisfy the condition that, within the event time slot set by the IPF/EMI
data, at least one track produces hits in the outer plane as well as in the inner plane of the
EMI within the tolerances applied by the program. In order to enter the DM sample, the
event must contain at least two of such tracks.

Comparison of these two samples, using the data recorded in the 1981 and 1983 runs, enables us to
determine the various items mentioned before.
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA SAMPLES

For both the neutrino- and anti-neutrino beam data, the muon statistics of samples I and n are given
in the following tables (the indices / and s denote the leading- and secondary muon respectively):

v beam

316

10605

iC
2

62

8

42

v beam

no^

5257

1340

20

9

m~
18

3

Table 1: Muon statistics for sample I

v beam

nou.,

284

10411

lC
2

34

6

25

vbeam

5131

1263

lC
13

6

12

1

: Muon statistics for sample II

Looking at the data from sample I we see that the wrong sign leading muon contamination of the
total sample contains (3.0 ± 0.2)% in case of the neutrino beam data and (20.4 ± 0.7)% in case of
the anti-neutrino beam data. Furthermore, if we look at the data concerning the right sign leading
muon and assume that all like sign dimuon events were produced by hadronic decays or IPF/EMI
miss-identification (due to spurious hits in the outer EMI plane), we find a (0.39 ±0.06)%
contamination of those like sign dimuon events for the neutrino- and (0.38 ± 0.08)% for the anti-
neutrino beam data.

Performing the same analysis for sample II, the neutrino beam data contains (2.8 ± 0.2)% of
wrong sign leading muon contamination and (0.24 ± 0.05)% of like sign dimuon events as defined
above. For the anti-neutrino beam data these numbers are (19.8 ±0.7)% and (0.25 ±0.07)%
respectively.
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The decrease of the like sign dimuon rate in going from sample I to sample II can be explained by
the fact that in sample II the effect of IPF/EMI miss-identification is negligible, leaving only the
like sign dimuon events produced by the decays of charged hadrons.
So, comparison of these values of sample I and n directly yields the IPF/EMI miss-identification
rate due to spurious hits in the outer EMI plane, containing (0.15 ± 0.07)%.

By adding the condition that an event is only accepted when its visible hadronic energy is above
5 GeV, we may define a third (sample III) and a fourth (sample IV) data sample respectively,
equivalent to the samples I and II. The muon statistics for these samples are given in the following
tables using the same conventions as before :

v beam

nou.,

173

7141

2

62

v-7
8

42

vbeam

no Ms

2493

885

20

9

H.
17

3

Table 3: Muon statistics for sample III

vbeam

no Ms

155

7018

M;
2

34

M»~

6

25

vbeam

no a,

2427

833

iC
13

6

v7
12

1

Table 4: Muon statistics for sample TV

Performing again the analysis described above on these new samples yields wrong sign leading
muon contaminations of (2.5 ±0.2)% and (26 ±1)% for the neutrino- and anti-neutrino beam data
respectively for sample in, whereas for sample IV these numbers are found to be (2.3 ± 0.2)% and
(26 ± 1)%. Comparison of these numbers with the ones obtained before reflects the well known
fact that the energy spectrum of the neutrino beam is harder than that of the anti-neutrino beam and
that the same statement is true for the wrong-helicity backgrounds. The rates of like sign dimuon
events for the neutrino- and anti-neutrino beam data turn out to be (0.58 ± 0.09)% and (0.8 ± 0.2)%
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respectively for sample III, whereas for sample IV these numbers are found to be (0.35 ± 0.07)%
and (0.53 ±0.15)%.

4. MONTE CARLO PREDICTIONS

In order to make predictions for the wrong sign leading muon contamination and the rate of faked
charged current events due to hadronic decays in flight, use has been made of the NUBEAM beam
calculation program [3], whereas events have been generated by means of the LUND monte carlo
program [4]. The programs have been run under the conditions of sample II.

For the wrong sign leading muon contamination in the combined charged current and dimuon
samples the predictions turn out to be (0.93 ±0.02)% and (7.42 ±0.14)% for the v^ and v^ beam
data respectively. These figures are considerably lower than the ones obtained experimentally.

The rate of faked charged current events due to hadronic decays in flight in the total charged
current sample was found [5] to be (0.21 ±0.05)% for the neutrino- and (0.15 ±0.05)% for the
anti-neutrino beam data. These figures are to be compared with the experimental percentages
(0.24 ± 0.05) and (0.25± 0.07).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Various charged current and dimuon event samples of (anti)neutrino induced deuterium interactions
have been discussed. The main conclusions are :

• Using the WA25 event classification procedure, the wrong sign leading muon contamination of
the combined charged current and dimuon event sample contains (3.0 ±0.2)% and
(20.4 ± 0.7)% for the CERN-SPS wide band v^ and v^ beams respectively.
Assuming NC/CC universality for v and v data, these values also represent the wrong helicity
neutrino event contents for the CERN-SPS wide band v and v beams.
These numbers are slightly changed in case an energy cut-off is introduced.

• Using the IPF/EMI detector system, the contamination of charged current events due to
hadronic decays in flight contains (0.24 ± 0.04)% of the total number of identified charged
current events with correct leading muon charge.

• Using the IPF/EMI detector system in single plane EMI mode introduces a (0.15 ±0.07)%
effect of muon miss-identification by the outer plane of the EMI.
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Comparison of the experimental values of wrong sign leading muon contamination with the
predictions made by the NUBEAM monte carlo simulation shows that this contamination is
underestimated by a factor of 3 by the monte carlo program.

Comparison of the experimental values of fake CC events due to hadronic decays in flight with
the predictions made by the LUND monte carlo simulation shows a good agreement.
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Summary

By the introduction of the theory of electroweak interactions, the so called standard model, weak
interactions of the neutral- (NC) and charged current (CC) type became of great interest. In order to
avoid interference with electromagnetic phenomena, many experiments have studied these
interactions by using (anti)neutrino beams on various targets.
In this thesis the results of an analysis of neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions on deuterium are
presented. Deuterium has been chosen as target material because it provides a mean to study
interactions on protons and neutrons separately within the same experimental setup.
The data were taken with the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) which was extended with an
Internal Picket Fence (IPF) and an External Muon Identifier (EMI), and the data processing was
performed by the WA25 collaboration in which the institutes of Amsterdam, Bergen, Bologna,
Padova, Pisa, Saclay and Torino are participating.

In chapter 1 a summary of the developments concerning the weak interaction theory is
presented. It starts with the observation and analysis of nuclear (J decay and ends with an elaborate ,.
description of the standard model of electroweak interaction theory. i

Chapter 2 contains an overview of the experimental method which has been used in the analysis
described in this thesis. Also an experimental review of some other experiments investigating the
electroweak interactions is presented, where the emphasis is put on the question of how well the
basic ingredients of the standard model are tested.

In chapter 3 the technical aspects of the apparatus, used to perform the experiment described in
this thesis, are discussed in detail. In the first part a description of the CERN-SPS (anti)neutrino
beam facility is given, followed by a description of the detector in the second part.

Chapter 4 contains a description of the various ways in which experimental data have been
recorded and how the quantities have been extracted which were needed to perform the present
analysis. Also the various sources of losses and inefficiencies and the corresponding correction
methods are discussed in detail in this chapter.

The final experimental results of the analysis described here are presented in chapter 5. The ,.
effects of the various corrections are shown step by step and the various NC/CC ratios are $
presented. Using the observed NC/CC ratios, the individual chiral coupling constants are -ft
determined with high accuracy due to the fact that they are all determined within one experiment, |/
and by fitting the data, values for the basic parameters ( s i n ^ and p) of the standard model are .'
obtained. The results are found to agree very well with the predictions of the standard '
SU(2)L®U(\)y model.
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Samenvatting

Met de introductie van de theorie van de electro-zwakke wisselwerking, het zogeheten standaard
model, werden de zwakke wisselwerkingen van het neutrale (NC) en geladen stroom (CC) type erg
belangrijk. Om interferentie met electromagnetische verschijnselen te voorkomen hebben vele
experimenten deze wisselwerkingen bestudeerd door gebruik te maken van (anti)neutrino bundels
met een verscheidenheid van trefplaten.
In dit proefschrift worden de resultaten van een analyse van de wisselwerkingen van neutrino's en
anti-neutrino's met deuterium gepresenteerd. De keus viel op deuterium als trefplaat materiaal
omdat het ons een middel verschaft om de wisselwerkingen met protonen en neutronen apart te
bestuderen binnen één experiment.
De gegevens zijn verkregen met het grote europese bellenvat BEBC dat voor dit doel was
uitgebreid met een interne deeltjes detector (IPF) en een externe muon identificator (EMI), en de
verwerking van de gegevens is gedaan door de WA25 werkgroep waarvan de instituten van
Amsterdam, Bergen, Bologna, Padua, Pisa, Saclay en Turijn deel uitmaken.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een samenvatting gegeven van de ontwikkelingen met betrekking tot de
theorie van de zwakke wisselwerkingen. In het begin worden de observatie en de analyse van het
nucleaire ß verval besproken en aan het eind wordt een uitvoerige beschrijving gegeven van het
standaard model dat de theorie van de electro-zwakke wisselwerkingen beschrijft.

Hoofdstuk 2 bevat een overzicht van de experimentele methode die is gebruikt bij de analyse
die in dit proefschrift is beschreven. Ook wordt er een experimenteel overzicht gepresenteerd van
sommige andere experimenten die ook onderzoek verrichten aan de electro-zwakke
wisselwerkingen; in dit laatste overzicht ligt de nadruk op de vraag hoe goed de fundamentele
ingrediënten van het standaard model getest worden.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden in detail de technische aspecten besproken van de apparatuur die is
gebruikt om het experiment, dat in dit proefschrift is beschreven, uit te voeren. In het eerste deel
wordt er een beschrijving van de CERN-SPS (anti)neutrino bundel faciliteit gegeven, gevolgd door
een beschrijving van de detector in het tweede deel.

Hoofdstuk 4 bevat een beschrijving van de verschillende manieren waarop de experimentele
gegevens zijn geregistreerd en hoe de gegevens zijn verkregen die nodig waren voor de huidige
analyse. Ook worden in dit hoofdstuk de verschillende bronnen van verliezen en
onnauwkeurigheden en de bijbehorende correctie methoden in detail besproken.

De uiteindelijke experimentele resultaten van de analyse die in dit proefschrift is beschreven
worden gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 5. De effecten van de verschillende correcties worden stap voor
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stap getoond en de verscheidene NC/CC verhoudingen worden gepresenteerd. Gebruik makend van
de geobserveerde NC/CC verhoudingen worden de individuele chirale koppelings-constanten
bepaald met een hoge nauwkeurigheid als gevolg van het feit dat deze allemaal binnen e'én
experiment zijn bepaald, en door een aanpassing aan de meetresultaten worden waarden voor de
fundamentele parameters (sin29w en p) van het standaard model verkregen. De gevonden resultaten
stemmen zeer goed overeen met de voorspellingen van het standaard SU(2)L ®U{\) model.


